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2. Introduction 
2.1 The many roles of water  
Solvent molecules have a central role in biomolecular interactions. Aside from being the 
solvent medium of reactions, it was proven that most fundamental biochemical processes 
are unthinkable without water, it is an essential molecule of life. As very simple and versatile 
molecule, water on protein surfaces and interfaces can form complex networks. These , 
complex systems of nature may often be described as networks of interdependent nodes[1-
3], and the mapping and description of these complex, dynamic networks is challenging[4-6]. 
There are several examples about the importance of hydration networks of water molecules 
of complex interfaces, playing a central role in establishing and mediation of molecular 
interactions. Versatility of water is the crucial feature that makes this molecule available to 
fulfill several roles. Water can act as hydrogen donor and acceptor simultaneously, able to 
form a total of four hydrogen bonds, and can buffer unfavourable electrostatics[7]. Waters 
are "flexible adapters"[8], bridging polar interactions and shielding charges and hydrogen 
bonds in the binding interfaces[9]. Given these facts it is not surprising that water molecules 
are important structural constituents of protein structure [10-12], and affect the process 
protein folding [13, 14]. Structurally conserved waters are parts of electron transfer 
networks[15-17], they are also involved in thermal conductance of proteins[18] and play a 
role in charge transfer[19]. Intermolecular interactions between proteins are often affected 
by water molecules. There is a large body of literature of solvent mediations in protein-
protein complexes, several examples demonstrate the diverse roles water can fulfill. In the 
interfacial gap, solvent forms adhesive network[20]. Waters are present in antigen-antibody 
complexes [21], forming a bridging network in the antigen-antibody interface. Another 
example can be cited from the field of immunology, mutations alter the water network 
between the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) and T-cell receptor, resulting in 
changes of binding affinity[22]. Structural waters are also key elements in several complexes 
formed by histone proteins or histone fragment peptides. Beside the above mentioned 
nucleosome complex, there are other examples. Disruption of water-mediated hydrogen 
bond networks resulted in an approximate 50% reduction of binding affinity of histone H3.3 
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mutant to DAXX (Death domain associated protein 6) compared to the wild type[23]. 
Difference in histone posttranslational modifications inflicts differences in hydration 
structure as well. The interface network between H3 and Histone-acetyltransfease GCN5 is 
perturbed by serine phosphorylation and lysine acetylation of histone H3[24]. The assembly 
of β-amyloid protofilaments of Alzheimer’s disease are mediated by water molecules[25-27], 
and their role was revealed in other protein misfolding processes[28]. 
Protein-protein interactions are not the only interactions that are seriously influenced by 
waters. Structural waters can be found on protein-nucleic acid interfaces. Water mediates 
the protein-DNA binding[29], as they occupy polar cavities in the interfacial region forming 
hydrogen bonds strengthening the interactions between macromolecules. An eminent 
example is the nucleosome, the basic unit of DNA packaging in eukaryotic cells. Waters form 
hydrogen bonds between DNA phosphate-sugar backbone and polar surface of histone 
proteins[30]. The above examples underline the fact that water is not only a structural 
constituent of macromolecules or macromolecular complexes, solvent molecules contribute 
to their functionalities as well.. 
In addition to  conveying interactions in macromolecular structures, waters have a role in 
complexes of proteins with smaller molecules, like drugs. The presence of water in the 
target-drug interface is more a rule than an exception, as an average of 4.6 water can be 
found in a typical target-drug interface, most of them are bridging polar interactions 
between the solutes[8]. Bound waters can govern ligand specificity and affinity [31, 32], and 
can affect the scaffold diversity of de novo designed ligands [33, 34]. Inclusion of explicit 
water molecules in drug design have been thoroughly studied and was found to be of central 
importance in ligand-protein docking[35], and is useful in the interpretation of ligand-based 
pharmacophore models[36]. 
Several examples feature the importance of explicit the explicit representation of waters in 
modern computer-aided drug design. A classic example is the design of cyclic urea HIV-1 
protease inhibitors, where a bridging water is incorporated with bioisosteric substitution[37, 
38], and the water is displaces upon ligand binding[39]. Novel Hsp90 inhibitors with 
antineoplastic acitivity were designed with structural waters taken into account.[40] The 
inhibitors (e.g. rivaroxaban) of Factor Xa, a member of the coagulation cascade, displace 
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structural waters from the binding site[41]. Water molecules are present in the interface of 
complex formed by 14-3-3, Human Estrogen Receptor α (HERα) and fusicoccin, blocking 
HERα functionality, with potential applications in breast cancer management.[42] Conserved 
water molecules are associated with the functionally important residues of G protein-
coupled receptors[43], the targets of approximately 40% of all drugs[44]. Inclusion of water 
molecules in docking can improve the result accuracy of conformational search[45, 46], 
however bad selection of the included waters can lead to erroneous results[47]. 
Given the fact that water fulfills various roles in structural biochemistry and the explicit 
inclusion of water is inescapable in drug design, the characterization of complex hydration 
networks has gained central attention.  
2.2 Experimental methods 
Although the importance of hydration structure is well established, its experimental 
determination on atomic level has proven to be a difficult task. 
2.2.1 Crystallography 
X-ray crystallography is considered as the primary method for detection of water positions 
[48]. In crystals, the arrays of the hydrated protein molecules scatters radiation ending up in 
a diffraction pattern, that can be converted to electron density maps. With computational 
assistance, these maps are used for three dimensional structural fit to reconstruct the 
protein molecule's (or any other macromolecule's) structure with its hydration layer. The 
number of detected waters per residue is strongly dependent on the resolution of the 
structure [49, 50]. A resolution of at least 2 Å is required to determine the functionally 
important water molecules on surfaces and interfaces [50, 51]. Currently, more than one 
hundred-thousand are deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [52]. Despite being the de 
facto golden standard[48], and the improvement in refinement techniques[53], there are 
still several limitations of crystallographic determination of the hydration structure: 
 Assignation of peaks of solvent molecules in electron density maps is complicated 
because of the inherent mobility and the high numbers of degrees freedom of 
water[54]. Also, assignation of electron densities to water molecules is often 
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performed to improve the fit of data during structural refinement, leading 
misidentified water sites[31]. 
 The assignation of water molecules is resolution-dependent[49]. The ratio of water 
molecules per residue is higher in structures with good resolution. Low resolution 
structures contain no or very few waters, as their position cannot be discriminated 
from noise. 
 Molecular size influences the quality of the solved structure[51]. 
 The X-ray scattering of water's oxygen atom are smaller than those of the protein 
atoms in the crystal. Consequently, small peaks are detected, making the task of 
separating the solvent peaks from the solute more difficult[51]. 
 The hydration structure in the crystal and in the solution is different[55], solution 
scattering data suggest that water density is higher in the first hydration shell 
compared to the bulk[56]. Crystal contacts bury approximately 30-40% of the 
solvent-accessible surface area of small proteins[57]. 
 Cryo-artefacts arise from the low temperatures used for protection of the protein 
molecules from damages caused by high energy synchrotron beams [58]. 
Neutron crystallography can be used to determine the three dimensional structure of 
proteins, with the ability of detect waters with their hydrogens as well[59, 60]. However, the 
scarcity of neutron sources and the requirement of a relatively large crystal limits its 
application[61, 62]. Currently (March 2016) there are only 48 protein structures deposited in 
the PDB database determined with neutron crystallography. 
2.2.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) 
Unlike crystallography, NMR usually  cannot provide direct information (explicit water 
positions) on hydration structure of proteins, NMR can only detect waters in the proximity of 
the protein with residence time of the same magnitude as the tumbling time of the molecule 
in solution[63]. Still, NMR can provide important information of the residence time of waters 
on protein surfaces[55], with wide-line proton NMR waters can be characterized 
qualitatively and quantitatively in the hydration layer[64, 65]. 
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2.3 Theoretical methods 
Several computational methods were developed to model the  hydration structure of 
protein surfaces and interfaces. For a very long period, implicit solvation models dominated 
the field, implicit solvation represents solvents as a continuous medium. Several implicit 
solvation models were developed over the years[66], the review of these methods are out of 
the scope of the present thesis. To summarize, applying implicit models in biomolecular 
simulations is computationally economical, the solvent can be modelled by a single function. 
There are limitations of such models, several effects are not accounted for, simple 
representation might provide fair results about the behaviour of bulk waters, but local 
fluctuations in density around the solute are predicted weakly. The explicit atomic 
representations of water (explicit solvation) now dominate molecular mechanical 
calculations.  
Appling explicit solvation slows down calculations – however the continuous development in 
computation countervails the drawback –  and the reproduction of experimental attributes, 
for example melting point or density, is sometimes unconvincing[67-69]. Still, it is more 
realistic, giving specific solvent interactions with solute and other solvents, along with spatial 
resolution of the solvent. They have great advantages in simulation of protein-water and 
water-water interactions, peptide and protein folding[70-74], calculation of hydration[75] 
and binding[76] thermodynamics. Historically, the first model dates back to 1933[77], since 
then several explicit water models were developed[78-81]. Three site models, for example 
SPC[79] and TIP3P[78], have three interaction sites, corresponding to the hydrogen and 
oxygen atoms of water having point charges. Oxygen has Lennard-Jones parameters too, 
while hydrogens lack it. Computationally these models are highly efficient. In the four-point 
TIP4P[78] and TIP4P-Ew[81] models, a virtual site with negative charge was added along the 
bisector of the H-O-H angle to improve the electrostatic distribution around the molecule. 
The five site model, TIP5P[80] has two dummy atoms representing the lone pairs of oxygen. 
When compared to the three-site water models, these models are not as efficient 
computationally. Computational cost increases with the number of interaction sites, the 
number of interatomic interactions that need to be calculated. 
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Selection and appropriate combination of a water model and a protein force field is not 
trivial for any tasks. For example, advanced four-site models such as TIP4P/2005 have certain 
advantages[74] in simulating temperature-dependent protein folding with the Amber 03 
force field, the SPC/E three-site model had good performance for calculation of hydration 
thermodynamics with three different force fields[75]. 
Based on explicit models, various methods were developed for the prediction of solvent 
positions on protein surfaces and interfaces. Generally, two distinct groups of methods can 
be discriminated: static and dynamic approaches. 
2.3.1 Static approaches 
Static methods are for rapid predictions on surfaces or interfaces. They assume static 
representation of the hydration structure, disregarding the exchange (mobility) between the 
bulk and the bound region. While these methods can identify bound waters in interfaces, 
like protein-ligand complexes and spaces between secondary structural elements or 
domains of proteins, waters commuting with the bulk cannot be identified.  
Static approaches can be knowledge-based, adopting data derived from crystal structures. 
Early methods, like AQUARIUS[82, 83] adopted this approach, and  some current methods 
also utilize this approach[84]. The predictions' accuracy is largely dependent on the training 
set of the methods, and as it was mentioned above, crystallographic determination bears 
several drawbacks and limitations. Low quality structures, artefacts arising from cryogenic 
circumstances, crystal contacts, and errors in refinements can lead to flaws in predictions. 
Structural methods utilize the directionality of hydrogen bonds [85, 86]. Water molecules 
can be docked to the protein binding sites[87]. With scoring schemes applied after docking, 
displaceable waters can be secluded from those that remain in the site upon ligand binding. 
Thermodynamic calculations can be used in conjunction with knowledge-based methods, 
using free energy calculations water binding sites and affinities can be predicted[88]. A 
statistical mechanics based Monte-Carlo method was also developed[89], the method 
calculates exchange between bulk and the binding site, but it is not performed explicitly, 
thermodynamics are calculated with an idealized particle concept. 
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2.3.2 Dynamic approaches 
Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations have long been applied[90-92] for investigation of 
hydration of peptides and proteins. Aside from this, MD is widely applied in drug 
discovery[93-96] and in the analysis of protein-protein interactions[97]. With the continuous 
development in hardware and software technology, structural changes that occur on time 
scales that are computationally very expensive, can be feasibly calculated. The emergence of 
GPUs in calculations of non-bonded interactions[98-100], and the appearance of dedicated 
hardware[101, 102] further expand the frontiers of MD calculations. 
All-atom MD with solvent modeled with explicit water models is an invaluable source of 
mobility information of any hydrated biological systems. During the calculations, the 
movements on atomic level are logged (trajectory) and all interactions of water molecules 
can be followed, including not only protein-water, but also water-water contacts. Dynamic 
exchange between the bulk and bound waters can be followed, the displacement of certain 
solvent molecules in a binding site by a ligand is observable. The above-mentioned 
phenomena can be only observed properly by MD simulations and MD-based prediction 
approaches making them very useful, static methods cannot predict these properties 
accurately. Two main branches of approaches applying MD for prediction of hydrate 
structure are discussed below. 
Density-based approaches[103-105] are based on average solvent density and construction 
of proximal radial distribution function (pRDF) of hydration shells for different atom types, 
derived from MD calculations. This approach applies MD for calculation of solvent density 
and construction of pRDFs. The aim of these studies is to use the constructed, generalized 
pRDFs for the reconstruction of hydration shell density of any protein without MD 
simulation. Positions of individual water molecules can be obtained from fits to densities. 
With generalized pRDFs used for the reconstruction of hydration shell density, the then 
time-consuming MD calculations would be unnecessary. Limitations of the radial distribution 
function-based approaches were discussed in details[106]. 
Occupany-based calculations appeared with the advancement of computational 
infrastructure, the speed of MD calculation have increased greatly in the past decades[107]. 
The faster  simulations of large proteins in a box filled with solvent molecules made it more 
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affordable, especially with GPUs[98]. Thus, it has become a real alternative to perform 
atomic level MD with explicit water molecules for analysis[63] and utilize it for direct 
prediction of hydration structure of a protein or its complex. Whereas there are numerous 
analysis studies, there are much fewer studies on testing the usefulness of direct MD 
approaches for obtaining hydration sites[108-110]. Direct MD approaches use individual 
positions of hydrating water molecules (instead of average densities) and apply various 
occupancy-based evaluation schemes to obtain hydration sites, such as  time averaged 
positions[108]. MobyWat also works with occupancy values and uses water mobility for 
prediction or analysis of the hydration structure. 
Dynamic predictions can rely on thermodynamic calculations as well. WaterMAP[41] applies 
inhomogeneous fluid approach[111, 112] to identify displaceable solvent content in binding 
sites. Still, the number of MD-based approaches of mapping hydration is still moderate and 
the experimental validation using reference water positions is very limited (Table 1). The list 
includes theoretical methods for hydration applying geometry-, energy-, or knowledge-
based algorithms for positioning of water molecules on solutes. Many of the methods focus 
on the interactions of waters exclusively with the solute (protein and/or ligand). However, 
links between water molecules also contribute significantly to the overall integrity of the 
interface hydration structure and stability of molecular complexes. Such water-water links 
can be calculated by MD-based methods and explicit water models. However, only few MD-
based methods and validation reference complexes/water positions have been published. 
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Table 1. Methods for prediction. 
Method Concept  Solute Search #Complex/#Position Match (Å) 
AQUARIUS[82, 83] Knowledge Target None 16/2885 0.6 - 1.8 
HyPred[105] Energy Target MD 3/233 1.0 
Vedani and Huhta[85] Geometry Target None 5/1337 1.5 
Fold-X[88] Energy Target/Complex None 74/2687 1.0 
Henchman and 
McCammon[106] 
Energy Target MD 1/- - 
WaterMap[41]  Energy Target MD 1/11
a 
1.5 - 2.5 
WATGEN[113]
 
Geometry Complex None 102/1264 0.5 - 2.0 
Forli et al., 2012[114] Geometry Target None 26/51
b 
2.0 
Huggins and Tidor, 
2011[115] 
Geometry Target None 5/20 2.0 
Jiang et al., 2005[116] Geometry Complex None 15/264 -
c
 
JAWS[89] Energy Complex MD -/-
d 
- 
Rarey et al., 1999[117] Geometry Target None 200/232 1.0 - 1.5 
WaterDock[87] Energy Target None 7/92
e
- 1.5 - 2.0 
AcquaAlta[86] Geometry Complex None 34/214 1.4 
HADDOCK[118] Energy Complex None 27/75 2.0 
WaterFLAP[119] Energy Complex MD -/-
f 
- 
P08 Zacharias[84] Energy Complex MD 1/23 2.0 
P23 Grudinin[84] Knowledge Complex MD 1/23 2.0 
Notes to Table 1. 
a
31 sytems were used for energetical validation. 
b
Waters were placed onto the ligand surface, 417 
complexes were used for docking structural validations, 1649 complexes were used in cross-docking tests. 
c
No mtol (match 
tolerance) was provided 
d
5 systems for energetical validation. 
e
The 92 reference waters of the seven structures are 
consensus positions of 20 proteins. 99 complexes were used as test set. 
f
7 sytems were used for energetical validation. 
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3. Aims 
1. Our first aim of this work was to elaborate a new theoretical algorithm for the prediction 
of hydration structure on proteins and complex interfaces. The algorithm itself is based 
on molecular dynamics calculations, explicitly taking water-water interactions, bulk-
bound exchange into account. 
2. Our second aim was to calibrate the prediction parameters, and validate the algorithm 
on the experimental hydration structures of protein surfaces. In addition,, the 
performance and the robustness of prediction were analyzed. 
3. Our third aim was to compare the results against methods published before. 
HyPred[105] was selected for comparison, this algorithm is based on MD too, but uses a 
different, density-based approach to predict hydration structure.  
4. Fourth, the method was applied for profound analysis of binding sites of important 
complexes (CDK2-ATP, thymidine kinase-9-hydroxypropyladenine, and glutathione S-
transferase-glutathione). 
5. Our fifth aim was to predict the hydration structure of complex interfaces. Therefore the 
algorithm was further developed to achieve void-free hydration.   
6. Sixth, likewise to surface prediction, validation was done with the reproduction of 
experimental water positions in complexes. The robustness and performance were 
analyzed too. 
7. Our seventh aim was a  comparison to interface prediction methods published 
before[84, 86]. One of them, AcquaAlta uses static approach to predict interfacial 
waters, applying geometrical data. However, it does not take water-water interactions 
into account[86]. In a recent CAPRI survey[84] several methods were tested in the blind 
prediction of waters in the colicin E2 DNase-Im2 complex.  
8. Our eighth aim was to uncover the underlying networking fundaments of complex 
stability. The transformation of the hydration structure to two-dimensional graphs can 
help identifying important water molecules. 
9. Our ninth aim was apply interface hydration network prediction on pharmacologically 
and epigenetically important complex structures. The HIV-1/atazanavir complex was one 
of the chosen systems, here an important water molecule is bridging between the ligand 
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and protease dimer. Another  prominent subject was the DAXX/H3-H4 complex. This 
complex has a large, extended hydration network. It was demonstrated by experimental 
means that a single point mutation in DAXX disrupts the hydration network, causing 
decreased binding affinity. 
10. Tenth, the influence of different parameters of molecular dynamics calculations like 
temperature, pressure, ensemble type, water model and force field combination on 
hydration networks and on the efficiency of prediction was investigated.  
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4. Results and discussion 
In the forthcoming sections we introduce a novel prediction algorithm (MobyWat) utilizing 
mobility information derived from MD calculations. Profound details are provided for the 
algorithms developed to predict the hydration structure from MD trajectories. Coordinate 
snapshots of MD trajectories can be evaluated with the analysis mode, tracking the dynamic 
evolution of the hydration structure. With the NetDraw mode interfacial hydration networks 
can be constructed, and prepared for further analysis with third-party softwares. An Editing 
mode was introduced too that is used by Methods 1 and 3 of interfacial hydration. The 
Protocols of surface and M3 interface prediction and NetDraw mode are detailed in the 
Methods section. Protocols of M1 and M2 prediction and NetDraw mode are detailed in the 
Appendix of the Thesis. 
These algorithms are implemented in a standalone C program MobyWat released under the 
GNU General Public License, freely accessible with full documentation at 
http://www.mobywat.com. 
4.1 Algorithm 
The algorithm and the validation process on protein surfaces are from the first research 
article published[120] 
4.1.1 Prediction mode 
In prediction mode, MobyWat derives mobility information of movements of solvent 
molecules from MD calculations. The mobility information obtained from the trajectory is 
transformed into the hydration structure of the protein surface during the prediction 
process outlined in Fig. 1. Various prediction schemes were implemented in MobyWat, 
based on clustering of the movement of individual molecules or by spatial positions. The 
molecular trajectories were generated by the GROMACS[75, 98, 121] MD package. 
4.1.1.1 Generation of candidate water pools 
The prediction mode starts with the filtering of waters too far from the solute. The presence 
of bulk water is necessary to calculate bulk-surface water exchange during MD, but solvent 
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positioned too far from the surface region are not used as candidates during prediction. 
These waters are separated from the candidate pools of water molecules using a maximal 
distance limit measured from the closest solute heavy atom (dmax). This is done for each 
frame of the trajectory. We used two identity (ID) numbers, the atom and the residue serial 
numbers of the water oxygen atoms to allow unambiguous identification of the water 
molecule throughout the prediction process. Hydrogen atoms are not considered in the 
process. Series of pools (Figure 1) produced from all frames of the trajectory are stored by 
MobyWat in a binary file for further processing. This output binary file can be serve as input 
for further predictions or analyses. 
 
Figure 1. The prediction process. Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 
Oxford University Press. 
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4.1.1.2 Processing molecular mobility information 
Two ways are implemented in MobyWat to mobility information into structural predictions. 
ID-based clusterings (IDa and IDe) identify a candidate water molecule by its ID numbers 
(atom and residue serial numbers) and uses the history of residence of each molecule on 
solute surface for mobility calculations. In contrast to ID-based clusterings, position-based 
clustering (POS) accounts for the history of spatial positions occupied by water molecules 
irrespective of their identities. POS clustering only uses Cartesian coordinates for 
representation of candidate water positions. 
4.1.1.3 Generation of occupancy lists 
In the next step, the candidate pools are transformed into occupancy lists. According to the 
two types of processing, two definitions for producing occupancy lists are given. Both 
definitions account for all members of all pools. Thus, the number of frames in the trajectory 
is a natural upper limit of occupancy numbers in both types of occupancy lists. 
4.1.1.3.1 ID-based occupancy list 
The generation of an ID-based occupancy list starts with the creation of a list of water 
molecules occurring in at least one candidate pool of the trajectory, one row for each 
different ID. Occurrence of a molecule in the pools with the same ID is counted during the 
whole trajectory and the count is registered in the list as an occupancy number 
corresponding to the ID. That is, the value of an occupancy number in the list is increased if a 
pool includes  water with the ID in question. After evaluating all candidate pools, occupancy 
lists are sorted by decreasing occupancies. An identity-based occupancy list can be 
considered as a result of clustering along the time dimension. The identity-based occupancy 
list represents distillation of the candidate pools of a trajectory along the time dimension. A 
further, spatial clustering step was introduced to complete this type of clustering. Water 
molecules of different pools with the same ID (belonging to the same row of the occupancy 
list) are collected into a cluster using a pre-defined clustering tolerance (ctol, Table 2) value. 
That is, all water molecules in the cluster must have a maximal distance of ctol from each 
other. In this way, all members of a row of the occupancy list are clustered, and the 
procedure is repeated for all rows of the list. Finally, the clusters are ordered by the count of 
their members and the average of the coordinates of the members is calculated for each 
cluster resulting in a representative entry for the ID-based cluster list. 
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4.1.1.3.2 POS-based occupancy & cluster list 
A list of positions of water molecules occurring in the first candidate pool of the trajectory is 
created, one row for each different position. During evaluation of all pools, the occupancy 
number is increased by one, if the position of a water molecule of a pool is located closer to 
a previously listed position than a pre-defined clustering tolerance (ctol, Table 2). If such a 
position is found, an average of the previously listed and newly found positions will be 
calculated and used for comparison with the next pool, providing a dynamic (averaged) 
position definition. Notably, a close water position in a pool can increase occupancy of only 
one position of the occupancy list per frame (very large ctol values could allow an increase of 
more than one list members, which is not desirable). If the distance between the position of 
a water molecule of a pool and a previously listed position is larger than or equal to ctol, 
then a new position (row) of the occupancy list is created. After evaluating all pools, 
occupancy lists are sorted by decreasing occupancies. A position-based occupancy list can be 
considered as a complete cluster list, based on time-dependent spatial mobility information. 
Table 2. MobyWat parameters. Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 
Oxford University Press. 
Code Name Default value Program (sub-)mode 
bmax B-factor limit 30.0 Å
2
 Analysis, Validation 
ctol Clustering tolerance
a 
1.0 Å Prediction, Validation 
dmax Distance limit
b 
3.5 Å All 
dmin Distance limit 1.75 Å Editing 
mtol Match tolerance
c
 1.5 Å Analysis, Validation 
ptol Prediction tolerance 2.5 Å Prediction, Validation 
mmax Mobility tolerance 50.0 NetDraw 
Notes to Table 2. 
a
A list of clustering tolerances of different algorithms are listed in Table 4. 
b
A dmax=5 Å was also 
investigated. 
c
For three external test systems mtol=1 Å was also evaluated in Table 3. 
In the final step, MobyWat creates prediction lists from the cluster lists. Prediction lists 
contain the Cartesian atomic coordinates of water positions and the corresponding mobility 
(M) values as final outcomes of the prediction process. Mobility (M) value is calculated for 
each row of the prediction lists from normalized occupancy (O) values (Eq. 1 and 2).  
.list prediction of rows 1,2,...,i  where,
pools ofNumber 
cluster of Occupancy 
O i     (Eq. 1) 
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M values scale between 0 and 100. Zero corresponds to the least mobile predicted water 
position, one hundred corresponds to the most mobile one. Calculation of occupancy values 
was described in the previous sections on occupancy and/or cluster lists. Plausibly, term 
occupancy used here differs from crystallographic occupancy. Mobility defined in Eq. 2 is 
descriptive either for the occurrence of a predicted and identified water molecule in the 
pools (ID-based predictions) or directly for the predicted position (POS-based predictions). 
Notably, mobility can be regarded as a property of a molecule in question. However, 
mobility of a water molecule depends primarily on the surrounding (interacting protein and 
other water partners, etc.), and therefore, mobility is also an attribute of the position of the 
water molecule in the hydration structure. With ID- and POS-based predictions, both aspects 
of mobility were considered in the present study. MobyWat produces four types of 
prediction lists: 
 All-inclusive (IDa) 
 Elitist (IDe) 
 Position-based (POS) 
 Merged (MER). 
4.1.1.3.3 IDa prediction lists 
The IDa prediction list is produced from the list of ID-based clusters irrespective of their 
location on the occupancy list. The largest cluster is selected from among all clusters and 
placed on the top of the prediction list. The other clusters are checked if the distance 
between their representative spatial water position and that of the largest cluster is smaller 
than the prediction tolerance (ptol, Table 2). If the distance is smaller than ptol then the 
cluster is disqualified. In the next step, the largest cluster is selected again from among the 
clusters qualified in the first step and it is placed on the next position of the prediction list. 
The above ranking procedure is repeated, comparing prediction list members with available 
clusters until all clusters were either placed on the prediction list or disqualified. 
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4.1.1.3.4 IDe prediction lists 
This prediction list, like IDa, is produced from identity-based occupancy and cluster lists. The 
first clusters of each row of the occupancy list are used in the first round of the evaluation 
process. The largest first cluster is selected from among all rows of the occupancy list and 
placed at the top of the prediction list. Other first clusters are checked if the distance 
between their representing water position and that of the largest cluster is smaller than the 
pre-defined ptol (Table 2) value. If the distance is smaller than ptol then the cluster is 
disqualified. Notably, this tolerance ensures to keep a minimal distance between the 
resulted members of the prediction list to avoid close contacts. 
In the next step, the largest first cluster is selected again from among the clusters qualified in 
the first step and it is placed at the next position of the prediction list. The above procedure 
is repeated comparing prediction list members with available first clusters until first clusters 
of all rows of the occupancy list were either placed on the prediction list or disqualified. In 
the case if the first cluster of a row of the occupancy list was not placed on the prediction 
list, the procedure goes on with the second and higher clusters until all rows of occupancy 
list contributed a cluster to the prediction list. This prediction list is called elitist as it uses up 
the first clusters of each row of the occupancy list first to fill up the prediction list. 
4.1.1.3.5 MER prediction lists 
Merging () of prediction lists is performed in a pair-wise manner. Two prediction lists are 
simply copied into the merged prediction list one after the other. As a final step, the merged 
prediction list is cleaned up by removing entries with a distance smaller than ptol with the 
procedure described at IDa. MobyWat creates merged prediction list from the three 
available prediction lists in the following order (Eq. 3).  
POSIDe)(IDaMER          (Eq. 3) 
4.1.1.4 Outcomes 
Primary outcomes of the Prediction mode of MobyWat are the prediction lists. The lists are 
printed in standard PDB format, containing the coordinates of the predicted waters’ oxygen 
atoms. The occupancy and mobility values are printed in the crystallographic and B-factor 
columns respectively. Predicted water positions are listed in order of increasing mobility in 
the prediction list. The type of requested prediction lists can be specified by the user with 
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the –cls switch. Notably, in the case of –cls MER all four (IDa, IDe, POS, MER) prediction lists 
are calculated and printed. Main parameters ctol and ptol can be also specified by the user 
at the command line. Short (top-cut) version of the prediction lists are also printed including 
the top part (the least mobile) waters from the full prediction lists. The length of a short list 
can be specified with a cut switch –top. For most applications, the use of short prediction 
lists including the top 50% (default in Table 2) and top 25% of the predicted water molecules 
is recommended for surface (SF) prediction of the entire surface of protein molecules and of 
the binding (active) sites, respectively. In the case of IF predictions full prediction lists may 
be used. Other files, such as occupancy and cluster lists, number of pool waters, etc. can be 
also printed by setting –v to Verbose or Diagnostic. Flowchart and further technical details of 
SF and IF prediction methods can be found in the appendix. 
4.1.2 Validation sub-mode 
The validation sub-mode of MobyWat can be used for test and calibration of clustering 
algorithms implemented in prediction mode. A comparison with a reference pool allows 
calculation of success rates for different clustering schemes and tolerances (Fig. 2). The set 
of water molecules in the reference pool is separated from the list of water (oxygen) 
positions in the original crystallographic file. Separation criteria are dmax and a maximum 
limit value for the B-factors (bmax, Table 2). Validation sub-mode uses a match tolerance 
(mtol, Table 2) for comparison of the location of water oxygen atoms in the reference pool 
and the prediction lists. A match is defined in the prediction list if the distance between the 
reference and predicted oxygen atoms is smaller than mtol. Validation sub-mode takes all 
members of each prediction list and checks if a member has a match with the reference pool 
or not. All members of the reference pool can be used only once for each prediction list 
during the identification of matches. The results are saved in match lists including water IDs 
and the distances used for identification of a match (comparison with mtol). 
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Figure 2. Calculation of success rates in analysis and validation modes of MobyWat. Reprinted with permission from 
Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
4.1.2.1 Outcomes 
4.1.2.1.1 Match lists 
The results are saved in match lists including water serial numbers, occupancy counts and 
the distances used for identification of a match, i.e. comparison with mtol. In the last column 
“M” of the match list “x” marks a match . Beside match lists, the default outputs of 
prediction mode are also generated. 
4.1.2.1.2 Success rate (SR) 
From the match lists SR values are calculated for each prediction (list) according to Eq. 4. The 
higher the SR value, the more successful a prediction is in comparison with crystallographic 
water positions. 





analysis). in pool candidate nth the (denotes n
),validation in type n(predictio S/MERIDa/IDe/PO
X where
 , %
pool reference the in molecules waterof  Number
X in matchesof  Number
100SRX
   (Eq. 4) 
4.1.2.1.3 SR matrices 
Besides evaluation of matches on a single prediction list at fixed (mtol, ptol, ctol) tolerance 
values, the validation sub-mode of MobyWat can scan user-defined ranges of all three 
tolerance values and print the resulted SR values into (ptol, ctol) matrices for any mtol 
values. For this, MobyWat re-generates cluster and prediction lists as many times as 
required by the user and collects the resulted SR values into matrices. This option of the 
program was used for calibration of ptol and ctol values of the prediction algorithm. 
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4.1.2.2 Selection of default validation tolerances 
Values of mtol range between 0.6 and 1.8 Å, in other studies[83, 87, 105]. Mtol was set to 
1.5 Å during for the following reasons. A minimum of ca. 1 Å can be taken into account as a 
lower estimate of the technical error coming from structural fit necessary for quantitative 
comparison with the present crystallographic structures. This value is easily increased by 
local deviation of the global fit, slight movement of side-chains, etc. Half of the van der 
Waals separation distance between oxygen atoms in a water dimer is also ca. 1.5 Å. 
Resolution of crystallographic structures used peaks at 2 Å which is not uncommon in the 
PDB. Although resolution values cannot be considered directly as distances, this factor also 
hinted the selection of a value larger than 1 Å for mtol. As a result of a calibration process 
value of dmax (Table 2) was set to 3.5 Å likewise to the study of Pitt and Goodfellow[83]. For 
selection of reference pool the set of bmax was also necessary. A bmax=30 Å2 was used for 
SF prediction according to literature. [104]Notably, for the external SF test systems 
(Validation set) of Table 2 mtol=1.0 Å, dmax=5.0 Å and bmax=100 Å2 tolerances were also 
tested to allow comparability with an earlier study[105] which used the same three systems. 
Complex interfaces were also compared to experimental structures with bmax=100 Å2. 
4.1.3 Analysis mode 
In analysis mode, MobyWat compares the positions of water molecules of a reference 
structure with positions of water molecules from a molecular dynamics calculation. 
Commutability, mobility, and occupancy values are calculated for all water molecules 
helping an assessment of quality and stability of their experimental positions. Success rates 
are also calculated to estimate the quality of water positions from simulations.  
4.1.3.1 Commutability 
During a time period, a water molecule can either remain at its starting position or be 
replaced by other water molecules. Commutability tells how many water molecules of 
different identity would be capable for such a replacement by coming close to the position 
of the reference water molecule during the simulation time and the result is printed for each 
reference water molecule into a text file. Note that in the present version of MobyWat there 
is no maximal distance limit defined for the closest water molecules, the distance matrices 
include all distance values calculated. 
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4.1.3.2 Mobility 
For each replacing water molecule, the frequency of their occurrence during the simulation 
time is calculated, expressed in a trajectory % and printed into a file. High frequency values 
correspond to low mobility of a replacing water molecule. Low commutability and mobility 
values may hint that a reference water is conserved. 
4.1.3.3 Occupancy 
The occupancy value shows how often any water molecule approached the spatial position 
of a reference water molecule during the time period of the trajectory. The user can set a 
maximal distance tolerance (mtol, Table 2) to define a successful approach. Occupancy 
values are listed as a trajectory % for all reference water molecules into a separate text file). 
Note that in contrast with commutability and mobility, occupancy does not account for the 
identity of the water molecules selected from a frame. Large occupancy values of a 
reference water position shows that the position is well-defined and its spatial location is 
probably correct and/or conserved. 
4.1.3.4 Success rate 
Success rate quantifies the match between water positions produced by a simulation 
method and reference positions. The calculation is performed for all (nth) frames of the 
trajectory (Eq. 5) without clustering of the frames. 
 %
pool reference the in molecules waterof  Number
framen  the in  matchesof  Number
100
 th
nSR    (Eq. 5) 
4.1.4 Editing mode 
The Editing mode of MobyWat is used by IF hydration Methods 1 and 3 (Section 6.3) during 
the prediction of the interface hydration structure. Editing mode works on the re-assembled 
solute (target+ligand) complex and water molecules predicted for the surface of the target 
molecule. Editing removes water molecules conflicting with the ligand structure, closer than 
a distance criterion, dmin. Waters situated too far from the interface, set with the dmax 
criterion, are eliminated too. The Editing mode requires a single PDB file with water 
positions predicted for the target surface and the re-assembled solute complex including 
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target and ligand. The list of selected water molecules and the edited PDB file with selected 
water positions are printed. Distance, log and original PDB files are also generated. 
4.1.5 NetDraw mode 
Hydration network graphs of a target-ligand interface can be generated by the NetDraw 
mode of MobyWat. MobyWat produces the two-dimensional interaction network graph of 
the interface as lists of edges and nodes from an optimized three-dimensional structure file 
with solute and water molecules as an input. With mobility information calculated during 
prediction MobyWat detects static and dynamic subnetworks of the interfacial network 
graph which can be used for characterization of integrity of the interface, identifying key 
water molecules, prediction of complex stability, etc. MobyWat also provides the graph in 
commonly used formats readable by network visualization and analysis programs. The 
NetDraw mode requires a single PDB file with optimized interface and optionally bulk water 
structure and solute molecules including target and ligand. 
Lists of nodes and edges are stored in edge and node files, respectively. A section of a node 
file is shown below. It includes the name of the node, residue serial number, type of the 
node (t/l/w/b refers to target/ligand/interface water/bulk water), number of edges, number 
of edges to solute (only for w nodes), mobility, classification of the node (s/d refers to 
static/dynamic). 
The edge files combine information from the distance and node files as shown in the 
following sample. A row starts with atom serial number, residue name, residue serial 
number and mobility of the interfacial water and then the same identifiers of partner node 
are printed. Type of partner node, distance (length of edge) in Å, and s/d classifiers of water 
node, partner node, and edge can be found at the end of a row. 
NetDraw also produces network files readable by commonly used network visualization and 
analysis programs, Gephi[122], XDot and Tulip[123], tested with .dot and .gdf input files. 
Flowcharts and further technical details of SF and IF prediction methods can be found in the 
Methods and in the Appendix. 
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4.2 Hydration of protein surfaces 
The above described prediction algorithm of MobyWat was tested, calibrated and validated 
on the hydration structure of protein surfaces. Clustering algorithms and parameters, the 
simulation length, sampling frequency and reproducibility was calibrated on the validation 
set, consisting of five structures (Table 3). With the calibrated parameters, predictions were 
performed on a further three systems (Test set 1, Table 3). This set had been used in an 
earlier study[105], using a density-based approach, and MobyWat was tested against it. Test 
set 2 (Table 3) containing twelve proteins was assembled to further check the performance 
of MobyWat predictions. Beside prediction results obtained for three enzymatic systems of 
Test set 2 are discussed focusing on their active sites. 
Table 3. Crystallographic structures used in validation and Test sets. Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 
2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
PDB ID Protein Res.
a
 NAA
b
 NW
c
 
Validation set 
1R6J Syntenin PDZ2 0.73 81 181 
2FMA Alzheimer's amyloid precursor protein 0.85 70 61 
2O9S SH3 domain of ponsin 0.83 67 104 
2VB1 Hen egg white lysozyme 0.65 127 138 
3NIR Crambin 0.48 48 56 
Test set 1 
1UBQ Ubiquitin 1.80 76 35 
1WLA Horse heart myoglobin 1.70 153 35 
6LYZ Hen egg white lysozyme 2.00 129 59 
Test set 2     
16GS glutathione-S-transferase 1.90 210 104 
1E2H HSV-1 thymidine kinase 1.90 331 33 
1GCI bacillus lentus subtilisin 0.78 269 248 
1HCL human cyclin-dependent kinase 2 1.80 298 35 
1RKM oligopeptide binding protein A 2.40 517 54 
1S0Q bovine pancreatic trypsin 1.02 223 203 
1T2H Y81W mutant of RNAse SA from streptomyces aureofaciens 1.00 96 96 
3E17 PDZ domain from zona occludens 2 1.75 88 41 
3U7T crambin 0.85 46 46 
4M8V beta2-microglobulin Q8H-L65T 1.95 100 16 
2HC8 cation-transporting ATPase 1.65 113 22 
2H7W chagasin 1.70 131 13 
Notes to Table 3. 
a
Resolution of PDB structure (Å). 
b
NAA denotes number of amino acids. 
c
Number of crystallographic water 
molecules under bmax=30 Å
2
 and dmax=3.5 Å 
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4.2.1 Calibration of prediction parameters 
The calibration of MobyWat’s adjustable parameters (ctol, ptol, and dmax in Table 1), is a 
first step of the validation process. Thus, a systematic search was performed for optimal 
values of ctol and ptol using the validation sub-mode of MobyWat. For all systems of the 
Validation set (Table 3), the matrices of SR values (Fig. 2) were calculated at ranges 0.5−5.0 Å 
(ctol) and 2.5−5.0 Å (ptol) with a recording step size of 0.5 Å. This evaluation was based on 
1s-long MD trajectories (Table 3). The SR matrices (Appendix) were produced for all four 
types of prediction algorithms and two dmax limit values (3.5 and 5 Å). We aimed at 
producing system-independent values of ctol and ptol, and therefore, for all four prediction 
types an average and a maximum matrix were calculated from the individual SR matrices of 
the systems. 
Maximum SR values were identified in the calculated matrices to find optimal ctol and ptol 
values for all prediction types. Numerical values of all matrices are attached in the Appendix. 
Average matrices were selected for final calibrations of tolerances. It can be seen in the 
matrices that SR values are descending in the entire domain of ptol values larger than 2.5 Å, 
and therefore, it is a reasonable optimum of ptol. Notably, values below 2.5 Å were not 
investigated to avoid close contacts of water molecules in the prediction list. Along ctol, 
maximum SR values (of the average matrices) can be identified for each prediction 
algorithms. A ptol value of 2.5 Å was the result  in all cases similarly to the paper of Rossato 
et al.[86] (2011), where a 2.49 Å value was used to exclude vicinal water molecules. For all 
four types of prediction algorithms, optimal ctol values are listed in Table 4. As maximum SR 
values calculated with a distance limit of 3.5 Å were larger than maximum SRs calculated 
with 5 Å, dmax of 3.5 Å was selected as default. This value was also used by other 
researchers[83] and it can be assigned to the tightly bound first hydration layer as the  most 
influential[124] role. A large dmax of 5 Å would also involve  bulk-like water molecules, with 
an undefined role,the position in the hydration structure, and such waters are not useful as 
references for validation. 
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Table 4. Ctol values (Å) calibrated at two different dmax thresholds. Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 
2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
Prediction algorithm dmax=3.5 Å dmax=5.0 Å 
IDa 1.0 1.5 
IDe 1.5 1.0 
MER 2.5 1.5 
POS 2.5 1.5 
4.2.2 Sampling versus predictions 
MobyWat predictions are based on atomic mobility data of all water molecules obtained 
from molecular dynamics simulations. In the present study, the mobility of a predicted water 
molecule is defined by its occupancy value (Eq. 1). Occupancy can be counted using a 
collection (sample) of hydrated protein structures. Such a sample can be collected as a series 
of hydrated experimental structures of the same protein[125, 126], or generated by 
computational methods. Sample collection from experimental structures is not an option for 
this purpose as the number of hydrated structures is limited to available entries available in 
the Protein Databank (PDB). In addition, if there are hydrated PDB structures available, then 
comparative analysis can be performed by other tools[126, 127] which proved to be useful 
for selection of consensus or conserved water molecules. 
However, in most of the cases, only a single structure of the same protein is available. Thus, 
computational generation of hydration states of a protein is presently the only tractable 
approach to produce an appropriate sample even if only a “dry” protein surface is available 
lacking experimentally determined positions of water molecules. Among computational 
techniques, atomic level MD simulation with an explicit water model is the obvious choice of 
sampling method. The user needs to supply only a “dry” protein structure and a series of 
hydrated protein structures are resulted as an MD trajectory. MD-generated, raw hydration 
structures are sometimes used even as references in comparison with other methods[87]. 
However, important parameters such as the minimal length of an MD simulation necessary 
for a predictive sampling have not been determined. To address this question, 1-s-long MD 
simulations were performed for the protein systems of the validation set producing a sample 
of one thousand frames spaced at 1 ns. SRn values were calculated for each pool according 
to Eq. 5 and plotted in Fig. 3A for the Alzheimer's amyloid precursor protein (system 2FMA). 
Descriptive statistics of SRn values are provided for all validation systems in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Success rates (%): statistics calculated for raw MD sampling and prediction results achieved by MobyWat. 
Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
PDB ID
a
 Raw MD
b
 (SRn in Eq. 5) MobyWat Prediction
b,c 
 Min. Mean Max. SRIDa SRIDe SRPOS SRMER 
Validation set 
1R6J 42.4 52.5 64.7 70.7 74.6 68.0 68.0 
2FMA
 
45.6 59.0 77.2 82.0 85.3 72.1 73.8 
2O9S
 
46.3 62.2 75.0 82.7 77.9 81.7 81.7 
2VB1
 
49.0 60.1 74.1 76.8 76.8 78.3 79.7 
3NIR
 
40.0 57.4 72.3 80.4 67.9 78.6 80.4 
Mean
 
44.6 58.3 72.7 78.5 76.5 75.7 76.7 
SD
 
3.5 3.6 4.8 4.9 6.3 5.6 5.8 
Test set 1 
1UBQ 31.7 57.9 80.5 71.4 77.1 71.4 71.4 
1WLA
 
29.4 59.9 75.0 86.5 89.2 89.2 83.8 
6LYZ
 
37.3 63.0 79.7 79.7 81.4 67.8 72.9 
Mean
 
32.8 60.3 78.4 79.2 82.6 76.1 76.0 
SD
 
4.1 2.5 2.9 7.5 6.1 11.4 6.8 
Notes to Table 5. 
a
Mean and standard deviation (SD) values of success rates were calculated for Validation set and Test set 
1, separately. 
b
Sampling conditions: 1 s MD run time, 1.00110
3
 frames. 
c
Success rates of MobyWat predictions were 
calculated with default mtol=1.5 Å, bmax=30.0 Å
2
, dmax=3.5, ptol=2.5 Å and ctol according to Table 4.  
The descriptive statistics show a good performance of raw MD sampling with mean SRn 
values ranging between 44.6 and 72.7. However, distribution of SRn values is random-like 
during the 1 s time-scale of the trajectory (fluctuating curve in Fig. 3A). This finding can be 
explained by the short residence time of water molecules in the hydration shell of protein 
surface[55]. During 1 s water molecules can change their positions many times, and 
occurrence of frames with large SRn values (with a lot of matching water positions) is 
unpredictable and non-deterministic. 
In summary, MD provides an appropriate sampling with good SRn values. However, the 
performance of a “prediction” based on a single frame (randomly) picked from a trajectory is 
non-deterministic. Thus, a valid prediction cannot be guaranteed if using only one frame. 
Processing several frames of a trajectory may be a better way to maximize SR and arrive at 
valid predictions. Accordingly, validation, calibration, and measurement of the performance 
of prediction algorithms is described in the forthcoming Sections. 
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Figure 3. (A) Success rates of Alzheimer's amyloid precursor protein (system 2FMA) calculated for the pools of the raw 
MD trajectory frames (SRn) and resulting from IDa prediction of MobyWat (SRIDa). MD trajectory of 1 μs with one 
thousand frames was used as a sample. (B) Effect of sampling time on the performance of prediction algorithms. Ten 
thousand frames were used for prediction with sampling times 1, 5, and 10 ns. Mean values are calculated from SRs 
obtained for the Validation set. Standard deviations are shown as error bars. (C) Reproducibility of MD sampling in terms 
of mean SR values calculated from three independent MD runs for each protein system. (D) Mean distances in matched 
pairs of predicted and reference water oxygen atoms plotted for all systems. Systems marked with asterisk are the 
member of Test set 1. Error bars denote standard deviations. Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 
31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
4.2.3 Validation, performane and robustness 
The prediction parameters dmax, ctol, and ptol (Table 2) were calibrated for all four types of 
prediction algorithms implemented in MobyWat. Optimal sampling conditions were also 
determined, as a last step of the validation process. Using calibrated values of parameters, 
MobyWat predictions were performed for all proteins by processing 1000 coordinate frames 
from 1-s-long trajectories. The results are shown for system 2FMA (Fig. 3A), and for all 
systems of the Validation set and Test set 1 (Table 6). 
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Table 4. Success rates (%): statistics calculated for raw MD sampling and prediction results achieved by MobyWat. 
Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
PDB ID
a
 Raw MD
b
 (SRn in Eq. 5) MobyWat
b,c
 
 Min. Mean Max. SRIDa SRIDe SRPOS SRMER 
Validation set 
1R6J 41.4 52.4 64.1 71.8 76.2 64.6 65.8 
2FMA
 
39.4 61.5 80.3 80.3 83.6 77.1 77.1 
2O9S
 
46.2 62.2 77.9 87.5 85.6 78.9 78.9 
2VB1
 
44.9 59.9 71.7 82.6 84.1 79.7 80.4 
3NIR
 
33.9 59.0 80.4 80.4 83.9 71.4 71.4 
Mean
 
41.2 59.0 74.9 80.5 82.7 74.3 74.7 
SD
V 
4.9 3.9 7.0 5.7 3.7 6.3 6.1 
Test set 1 
1UBQ 28.6 53.9 82.4 85.7 80.0 68.6 74.3 
1WLA
 
31.4 68.5 94.3 94.3 88.6 82.9 82.9 
6LYZ
 
32.2 54.2 72.9 78.0 81.5 71.2 71.2 
Mean
 
30.7 58.8 83.2 86.0 83.4 74.2 76.1 
SD
E 
1.9 8.3 10.7 8.2 4.6 7.6 6.0 
Notes to Table 6. 
a
Mean and standard deviation (SD) values of success rates were calculated for systems of external test 
and validation separately.
2
Sampling conditions: 10 ns MD run time, 1.000110
4
 frames. 
3
Success rates of MobyWat 
predictions were calculated with default mtol=1.5 Å, bmax=30.0 Å
2
, dmax=3.5, ptol=2.5 Å and ctol according to Table 4. 
The SR values yielded by the predictions were significantly higher than the mean SRn from 
raw MD, and in many cases they were close to the maximal SRn values. Thus, all four 
algorithms resulted in valid predictions. Whereas sampling of 1-s-long trajectories provided 
good predictions, such simulations with explicit waters can be computationally demanding. 
Fig. 3A shows that SRIDa values exceeded the SRn curve and reached a plateau relatively 
early, after 100-200 ns sampling time. This finding suggested that shortening the sampling 
time should be possible without a large drop in SR of the prediction. Increasing the sampling 
frequency (frame count) is also a logical step to achieve reliable predictions with shortened 
sampling time. Indeed, results in Table 6 reveal that 10-ns-long trajectories with increased 
frame count yielded mean SR values of more than 80 % for the Validation set, similarly to the 
1-s-long runs (Table 5).  
Fig. 3B shows that the good performance of ID-based prediction algorithms was preserved at 
1, 5, and 10 ns sampling times averaged for all systems used in the Validation set. In the case 
of MER and POS, there is a five percent increase in average SR values if comparing 
trajectories of 1 and 10 ns length. In summary, the ID-based algorithms outperformed POS 
and MER predictions, and they provide good predictions even at 1 ns sampling time (Table 6, 
Fig. 3B). 
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To evaluate system-independence of our method, a test of the predictions was performed. 
Systems of Test set 1 (1UBQ, 1WLA and 6LYZ) have relatively moderate resolution and a low 
number of assigned water positions per protein surface area (Table 7). The same set had 
been used earlier in a study[105] applying a solvent density-based approach, and the 
comparison of methods will be discussed later.  
Table 5. Number of water molecules per solvent accessible surface are of Validation Set and Test Set 1. Reprinted with 
permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
PDB ID NWSA
a
 
Validation set 
1R6J 42.1 
2FMA 25.9 
2O9S 29.1 
2VB1 25 
3NIR 36 
Test set 1 
1UBQ 11.1 
1WLA 8.5 
6LYZ 14.5 
Notes to Table 5. 
a
NWSA denotes number of water molecules per solvent accessible surface area of protein (10
-3
 Å
-2
). 
For comparability with the above validation results, performance of MobyWat on Test set 1 
was also evaluated using the standards of the present study and the results are listed 
separately in Table 5 and 6. All four algorithms provide valid predictions with SR significantly 
higher than average values of SRn. Moreover, the mean SR values of Test set 1 are 
comparable to or slightly higher than mean SR values obtained for Validation set (Table 5 
and 6) indicating system-independence of the method. 
Reproducibility is also a key issue of robustness. As MobyWat operations are reproducible by 
their algorithmic definition, reproducibility tests can be performed for the MD sampling 
process. However, MD trajectories produced for the same system may differ substantially 
from each-other.[120] For some reason, this issue is often not considered in MD-based 
studies on prediction of hydration structure and tests of reproducibility by evaluation of 
multiple MD trajectories are often missing. MD trajectories are inherently chaotic in practical 
applications due to hardware-dependent rounding of floating point calculations, the use of 
dynamic load balancing in parallel execution and so on. Therefore, it is common to repeat 
MD calculations with different starting atomic velocity values to test the convergence of 
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trajectories. Practically, this can be done by selecting different seed numbers of the velocity 
generator routine. During the tests, three MD trajectories of all systems were produced 
using three different sets of initial velocities. For these trajectories, predictions were made 
using the top performer algorithms of Table 4. 
The corresponding three SR values were averaged for all systems and plotted in Fig. 3C. Their 
standard deviations are found to be small compared to mean values for all systems, and MD 
sampling is therefore shown to be reproducible in terms of SR.  
Improvements in the quality of force fields, in particular the introduction of polarization, 
may improve the reproducibility of water prediction further[128]. During validations and 
tests, MobyWat automatically calculated SR values using a match tolerance of 1.5 Å which is 
the upper limit for the detection of matches between predicted and reference water 
molecule pairs. To further quantify the precision of matches, statistics of distances of all 
matched pairs of the top performer algorithms were calculated (Fig. 3D). It can be seen that 
mean match distances are below 1 Å for all systems. Matching water positions of three other 
systems are depicted on Fig. 4 
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Figure 4. Examples of matches between crystallographic (red) and predicted (blue) positions of water molecules in three 
protein systems. Match distances between oxygen atoms are given in Å. Only matching pairs are shown for clarity. 
Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
4.2.4 Reducing simulation time 
The possibility of reducing MD sampling time without a drop in prediction quality was 
investigated. It was also assumed that increasing frame count to 104 will be beneficial. With 
a 10 ns sampling time a hundred-fold decrease was achieved in the MD run time, and the 
results of Table 6 demonstrate that the quality of predictions did not drop significantly if 
compared to Table 8. The predictions outperformed the mean SRn values of the raw MD, as 
well. For the five systems used for validation, mean SR values of larger than 80 % were 
achieved (Table 6). A systematic scan of frame count was also performed and the trend for 
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IDa and system 2FMA can be followed on Fig. 6. Whereas SRns from raw MD data do not 
show any trend, an initial increase followed by stabilization of SRIDas can be observed after 1-
2000 frames. Similar plots were also produced for all prediction types with SR values 
averaged for all validation systems (Fig. 6) showing a rapid increase and a subsequent 
stabilization with increasing frame count. 
 
Figure 5. Success rates vs. count of frames used for sampling. 10-ns-long MD trajectories were generated for all four 
prediction algorithms and all validation systems. SR values were averaged for the validation sys-tems and shown in the 
figure. Standard deviations are shown as error bars. Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-
1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
4.2.5 Comparison to a density-based approach 
Systems of Test set 1 (Table 2) had been used by an earlier study[105] for validation of a 
solvent density-based approach of prediction of hydration structure. Solvent densities had 
been calculated either from transferable proximal radial distribution functions (pRDF) or 
from MD frames there. The study had used an mtol of 1.0 Å criterion for the definition of 
matches between predicted and crystallographic water positions. This limit is probably too 
low considering moderate resolutions of the test set and other arguments discussed in 
Section 4.1.2.2. However, for comparability SR values were calculated with an mtol of 1.0 Å 
without filtering by bmax (Table 9). Notably, direct comparison of the present mobility- and 
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pRDF-based methods is rather problematic as SRs depend on method-specific tolerance 
values, total number of predicted positions, etc. However, Table 6 indicates that the overall 
performance of MobyWat is good if compared to the results of other methods on the same 
systems.  
Table 6. Success rates (%) obtained with density-based and MobyWat prediction algorithms for systems of Test set 1. 
Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
PDB ID Density-based Methods
1a 
MobyWat Prediction
2b 
 pRDF MD IDa IDe POS MER 
1UBQ
 
17.2 (30.0) 29.3 (40.0) 35.7 35.7 33.9 33.9 
1WLA
 
13.5 (45.0) 24.3 (45.0) 52.7 47.3 50.0 50.0 
6LYZ
 
  6.9 (17.5) 12.9 (22.5) 33.7 34.7 34.7 34.7 
Mean
 
12.5 (30.8) 22.2 (35.8) 40.7 39.2 39.5 39.5 
SD
 
  5.2 (13.8)   8.4 (11.8) 10.4   7.0   9.1   9.1 
Notes to Table 6.
 a
Data are obtained from text of Virtanen et al. Values in brackets are visual estimates from plateaus of 
curves in Fig. 5 of Virtanen et al. (2010). 
b
For comparability with Virtanen et al., success rates of MobyWat predictions were 
calculated with non-default mtol=1.0 Å, bmax=100.0 Å
2
, dmax=5.0 Å values, whereas defaults were used for ptol (2.5 Å) and 
ctol according to Table 2. 
4.2.6 Test set 2 
Twelve protein systems were collected in Test set 2 for additional tests of MobyWat. SR 
values of Table 7 reveal that MobyWat performed well for Test set 2 using a total of 911 
reference water positions. Together with the 669 reference water positions (last column in 
Table 2) a total of 1580 reference waters of a maximal B-factor of 30 Å2 were involved in the 
SR calculations. IDa SR values were re-calculated for all systems of Test set 2 with no limit 
used on bmax (bmax=100) involving altogether 1715 reference water positions, and a mean 
SR value of 84.15 % was obtained. For the 8 systems of Validation set and Test set 1 a re-
calculated mean SR of 81.75 % was found with total number of reference waters 747. Thus, 
altogether 20 systems with 2462 reference water positions were used in re-calculations with 
no limit used on reference B-factors. 
Among the proteins of Test set 2, there are enzymes of biomedical importance. In some 
cases, ligand-bound forms of the enzymes were also available allowing detailed discussion of 
prediction quality of important water molecules located in the binding site. 
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Table 7. Systems and success rates of Test set 2. Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. 
Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
PDB ID Protein SR
a
(%) 
16GS glutathione-S-transferase 82.7 
1E2H HSV-1 thymidine kinase
 
78.8 
1GCI bacillus lentus subtilisin
 
83.9 
1HCL human cyclin-dependent kinase 2
 
88.6 
1RKM oligopeptide binding protein A
 
83.3 
1S0Q bovine pancreatic trypsin
 
83.7 
1T2H Y81W mutant of RNAse SA from streptomyces aureofaciens
 
79.0 
3E17 PDZ domain from zona occludens 2
 
85.4 
3U7T crambin
 
91.7 
4M8V beta2-microglobulin Q8H-L65T
 
93.8 
2HC8 cation-transporting ATPase
 
95.5 
2H7W chagasin
 
100.0 
Mean  87.2 
SD  6.7 
Notes to Table 7. aPrediction parameters. Sampling time: 10 ns, Frame count: 104, Clustering scheme: IDa, ctol=1.0 Å, ptol=2.5 Å, 
mtol=1.5 Å, bmax=30 Å2, dmax=3.5 Å. 
4.2.7 Mobility scores 
The list of predicted water positions is the final outcome of MobyWat. Predicted water 
molecules are ordered by their increasing mobility values in the list. Certain applications may 
require only the least mobile (bound) water molecules located at the top of the list. To 
evaluate the prediction of bound water we calculated what portion of SR comes from waters 
at the top of the list, introducing Score Performance (SP). SP provides information about the 
location and the distribution of matches in the match list. If the low mobility region of the 
prediction list is the portion where matches enrich, SP calculated in the top portion will 
increase. Low SP in the top region indicates the dispersed distribution of matches in the 
match list. An SPX of 100% indicates that all matches are scored to the top X% of the list of 
predicted water positions. 
. %
list prediction full the in matchesof  Number
list prediction theof  % x top the in matchesof  Number100xSP 
  (Eq.6) 
Curves representing the change in SR versus the length of the prediction lists are shown in 
Fig. 7. The curves increase rapidly up to the top ca. 40 % of the prediction lists, with a slow 
increase in the 40-100% region showing that most of the matches can be found at the top of 
the lists. The first half (top 50 %, dashed line in Fig. 7) of the prediction lists provide an 
average of 88 (5) % of the SR, thus SP50 is 88 (5) %. 
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Figure 6. Benchmark showing the minimal length of a prediction list corresponding to a performance level of prediction. 
Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
4.2.8 Featured text examples 
Cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (Cdk2) is a key enzyme in cell cycle control and a promising drug 
target in oncology[129] that also affects senescence[130]. A change of the hydration 
structure of the active site of Cdk2 due to ligand binding has been reported with obvious 
implications for drug design[131]. A good agreement was obtained between predicted (blue 
spheres, Fig. 8B) and experimental reference (red spheres) water positions verifying that 
MobyWat accurately predicted the hydration structure of the active site of apo Cdk2 (Fig. 
7B). Notably, experimental water positions were used in comparisons of Figs. 8B-D without 
any restrictions on their B-factors. Insertion of the ligand (ATP, thin lines in Fig. 8B) from the 
superimposed ATP-bound Cdk2 structure reveals that six water molecules (marked with 
asterisks in Fig. 7) are displaced by the ligand during binding. Release of such water 
molecules has a favourable contribution to binding entropy of the ligand, and therefore, 
their identification is important for thermodynamics-driven engineering of new ligands. The 
results were not affected by the chemical nature of ligand binding as waters replaced by 
both the charged phosphate moieties and the non-charged adenine ring were found 
correctly. This finding is in agreement with our general results showing that prediction 
quality is independent on the type of interacting amino acids (Section 4.2.10). The second 
example (Fig. 8C) features the nucleoside binding pocket of thymidine kinase from Herpes 
simplex type 1. This enzyme has been involved in enzyme-prodrug gene therapy of 
cancer[132]. 
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Figure 7. Featured binding sites of apo enzymes cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (system 1HCL, B), thymidine kinase (system 
1E2H, C), and glutathione S-transferase (system 16GS, D). Ligands were inserted from superimposed ligand-bound 
enzyme structures (PDB codes 1HCK, 1E2I, and 5GSS) for comparison with water positions. Match distances between 
crystallographic (red spheres) and predicted (blue spheres) water oxygen atoms are given in Å. Conserved and 
replaceable water molecules are marked with C and asterisk at the distance values, respectively. Reprinted with 
permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
Besides two replaceable water molecules, MobyWat precisely predicted several conserved 
water positions (marked with C in Fig. 8) existing in both the apo and the ligand-bound 
enzyme structures. Similarly to the cases of replaceable water molecules, locating conserved 
water sites precisely is also important during the design of new ligands. A complete chain of 
waters leading to the active site was also predicted correctly (top-right corner of Fig. 8C). 
The third binding pocket in Fig. 8D belongs to glutathione S-transferase, an important 
detoxifying enzyme[133]. Binding chemistry of glutathione, the peptidic ligand of this 
enzyme is remarkably different from the previous two ligands with heteroaromatic cores 
(Figs. 8B and C). However, the quality of MobyWat prediction of the surrounding water 
positions is similarly as good as it was in the other two examples. 
MobyWat produces a prediction list including water positions in increasing order of mobility 
scores where experimentally verified (positive) predictions are mostly located at the top of 
the prediction list. It was found (Fig 7.) that 88 % of positive predictions for whole protein 
surfaces are located in the top 50 % of the prediction list. As active sites are the most 
important spots on enzymes, it was also checked how mobility scores work for these specific 
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segments of the surface. 20 of 24 (85 %) of the correctly predicted water positions shown in 
Figs. 8B-D are located in the top 15 % of the prediction lists. Thus, in the cases of active sites 
investigated, the mobility scores short-list the positive candidates very efficiently at the top 
of the prediction list. This indicates that water molecules in the active sites of enzymes are 
predicted with higher fidelity than other water molecules residing on the surface. This result 
can in part be explained by the presence of conserved water molecules surrounding the 
ligands, most of which are located at the top 5 % of prediction lists. Notably, half of 
replaceable water molecules occupying active sub-sites in the apo structures were also 
ranked at top 10 %. 
4.2.9 Analysis of non-matched water positions (non-predicted, 
negative cases) 
Limitations of the predictions were also investigated. All non-matched crystallographic water 
positions of Validation set and Test set 1 were analyzed according to the below listed 
structural properties which may have an effect on prediction performance.  
 Effect of shallowness of protein surface and buried waters. Contacts with H-bond 
acceptor/donor atoms of the protein surface were counted using a 3.5 Å threshold. It 
is assumed that an increase of shallowness decreases the count of protein-water 
interactions. We consider a water molecule buried if it has 2 contacts with the 
protein surface. Table 10 lists % of water molecules at different contact counts. 
 Areas of low water density. Local density of water is expressed as the average 
number of contacts with neighboring water molecules counted using a 3.5 Å 
threshold of distance with H-bond acceptor/donor atoms. 
 Types of closest amino acids. Interacting (closest distance< 3 Å) amino acids are listed 
for all non-matching waters in Appendix 2. Percentage of hydrophobic amino acids 
are calculated and listed in Table 10. For comparison, the percentage of the 
hydrophobic surface area (SA) of the protein is also given. 
 Count of distant water molecules. All water molecules were counted if positioned in 
> 3 Å distance from any H-bond acceptor/donor atom of the protein molecule. The 
percentage of such water molecules is given in Table 10. for each system. 
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 B-factors of all non-matching water molecules were listed in the Appendix and mean 
values were calculated for each system in Table 10.  
Results for all non-matched water molecules for each system in Appendix  and also 
summarized in Table 8. Notably, results of system 1WLA are listed but not used due to low 
number of non-matched water molecules. 
Table 8. Analysis of non-matched water positions. Reprinted with permission from Bioinformatics, 2015, 31(12) 1959-
1965. Copyright 2015 Oxford University Press. 
PDB ID
 Waters of different contact counts with the protein 
(%) 
Water 
density 
Hydrophobic
2
 
Distant waters 
(%) 
B-factor 
 0 contact 1 contact 2 contacts 3 contacts >3 contacts (mean) close AA (%) SA (%) (mean, Å
2
) 
1R6J
 
11 39 32 11 7 2.8 20 25 32 9.8 
2FMA
 
0 20 80 0 0 1.3 33 29 50 19.5 
2O9S
 
17 67 8 8 0 1.8 40 28 58 11.2 
2VB1
 
0 55 25 10 10 1.3 9 28 0 8.9 
3NIR
 
11 22 67 0 0 1.9 40 35 33 11.4 
1UBQ
 
0 20 60 0 20 0.4 33 37 20 20.0 
1WLA
3 
0 0 50 0 50 1.5 0 50 0 21.9 
6LYZ
 
27 18 46 0 9 0.9 6 33 36 7.3 
Notes to Table 8. 
1
Explanations of structural properties can be found in Section 4.2.10.  
2
AA: amino acid; SA: surface area calculated by http://mathbio.nimr.mrc.ac.uk/wiki/POPS. 
3
Low number (two) of non-matched water molecules does not allow drawing general conclusions on method limitations for 
this system. 
It may be expected that the prediction of water molecules residing at shallow regions with 
zero or only one contact to the protein surface is more difficult than those with two or more 
contacts. However, Table 8. shows that in most of the cases contribution of this effect is not 
high except system 2O9S and 2VB1. In the case of other systems, ca. half of the water 
molecules are buried with 2 contacts to protein showing that they could not be found more 
easily than non-buried ones in general. Mean water density around non-matched water 
molecules varies a lot between 0.4 and 2.8 and the deviation of per-water values is also large 
(Appendix). Thus, a system-independent conclusion cannot be drawn for this property. 
According to the analysis, the type of closest amino acids does not affect predictions in 
general as there are various types (hydrophilic, hydrophobic, ionic, etc.) equally presented in 
the collection. For example, it may be expected that the presence of amino acids with 
hydrophobic side-chains could result in non-matched positions as they have weak or no 
interactions with water molecules. However, distribution (percentage) of hydrophobic 
amino acids close to non-matching water molecules is not remarkably higher than that on 
the entire protein surface except system 2O9S. The distance of water molecules from 
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protein is a limiting factor in case of systems of 2FMA and 2O9S. In other systems, ca. 2/3 of 
the non-matched water molecules are in 3 Å from the protein surface. B-factors have low 
mean values as well-defined water positions were involved in our study (bmax=30 Å2) 
likewise to other researchers[104]. 
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4.3 Hydration of protein interfaces 
In the previous sections, the we presented the calibration and validation of MobyWat’s 
prediction algorithm, with protein surfaces serving as test beds. Various parameters – 
simulation length and sampling, clustering schemed and tolerances, etc. – were assessed. In 
the following sections the prediction processes will be expanded to complex interfaces. This 
section is based on our second paper published in this field[134]. 
Three methods of increasing complexity (Fig. 9) were developed for the void-free hydration 
of complex interfaces. These algorithms were tested and validated on a set of 31 complex 
systems (Table 9). SR was determined for the 31 individual systems as well as for all 344 
reference water positions (Table 12).  
Likewise to surface prediction, the method was validated with the reproduction of 
experimental water positions in complexes. The robustness and performance of prediction 
were analyzed too. Just like surface prediction, comparisons to other methods published 
before were done. With NetDraw mode of MobyWat, the hydration structure of complexes 
was transformed to two-dimensional graphs, thus the networking fundaments of integrity 
and stability of complex biomolecular interfaces can be uncovered. This transformation of 
the hydration structure help identifying important water molecules in interfaces. 
Several case studies on complexes with pharmacological and epigenetical relevance 
demonstrate the adaptability of the method. The HIV-1/atazanavir complex was one of the 
systems, with an important water molecule bridging between the ligand and protease 
homodimer. This water molecule was later incorporated into novel ligands with bioisosteric 
substitution.[39] Another  example was the DAXX/H3-H4 complex. This complex has a large, 
extended hydration network. It was demonstrated with experiments that a single point 
mutation in DAXX disrupts the hydration network, causing decreased binding affinity. 
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Figure 8. Different methods for calculation of interfacial hydration structure and graph. Method 1 (M1) uses only the 
target structure in molecular dynamics (MD) and MobyWat steps. Methods 2 and 3 (M2 and M3) involve both target and 
ligand structures in the predictive calculations. In Method 3, additional MD and MobyWat steps were introduced for 
complete filling up of void volumes of the interface. In the soaking step, a minimal ligand-water distance threshold was 
used to standardize the removal of water molecules conflicting with the ligand (marked with red). Reprinted with 
permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
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Table 9. Target-ligand complexes investigated. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. 
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
PDB 
ID 
Res. 
(Å) 
Target Ligand Buriednes
s (%)
a
 
Waters
b
 
1B32 1.75 oligopeptide bindig protein A KMK 70 8 
1B3F 1.80 oligopeptide bindig protein A KHK 70 7 
1B46 1.80 oligopeptide bindig protein A KPK 69 8 
1B4Z 1.75 oligopeptide bindig protein A KDK 69 10 
1B51 1.80 oligopeptide bindig protein A KSK 70 9 
1B58 1.80 oligopeptide bindig protein A KYK 71 7 
1B5I 1.90 oligopeptide bindig protein A KNK 70 8 
1B5J 1.80 oligopeptide bindig protein A KQK 70 10 
1B9J 1.80 oligopeptide bindig protein A KLK 71 8 
1BBZ 1.65 abl tyrosine kinase SH3 domain APSPYPPPP 57 6 
1JET 1.20 oligopeptide bindig protein A KAK 68 8 
1JEU 1.25 oligopeptide bindig protein A KEK 71 9 
1JEV 1.30 oligopeptide bindig protein A KWK 69 6 
1JYR 1.55 growth factor receptor-bound 
protein 2 
Ace-S-Ptr
c
-VNVQ-NH2 34 3 
1QKA 1.80 oligopeptide bindig protein A KRK 68 7 
1QKB 1.80 oligopeptide bindig protein A KVK 70 8 
1TP5 1.54 Presynaptic density protein 95 KKETWV 42 4 
2BBA 1.65 ephrin type-B receptor 4 NYLFSPDGPIARAW 49 10 
2H2D 1.70 sirtuin KKGQSTSRHK-Aly
c
-LMFKTEG 32 5 
2H2G 1.63 sirtuin histone H3 tail HA-Aly
c
-
RVTIQKKD 
47 7 
2H2H 2.20 sirtuin histone H4 tail HA-Aly
c
-TVTSLD 45 2 
2O4K 1.60 HIV-1 protease atazanavir
c
 71 6 
2OLB 1.40 oligopeptide bindig protein A KKK 68 8 
2X6M 1.62 camelid antibody fragment GYQDYEPEA 33 5 
3QGJ 1.30 alpha-lytic protease Ace-AAP-2a1
c
 63 3 
3QL9 0.93 transcriptional regulator ATRX histone H3 tail ARTKQTAR-M3l
c
-
STGGKA 
43 16 
3RO3 1.10 G-protein-signaling modulator 2 QVDSVQRWMEDLKLMTE 45 12 
3U43
d
 1.72 colicin-E2 immunity protein colicin-E2 12 22 
4H9N
d
 1.95 death domain-associated protein 6 histone H3.3 wild type /H4 38 49 
4H9O
d
 2.05 death domain-associated protein 6 histone H3.3 G90M mutant/H4 39 35 
4H9Q
d
 1.95 death domain-associated protein 6 
mutant 
histone H3.3/H4 38 38 
Notes to Table 9. 
a
Buriedness was calculated as 50(SATarget+SALigand-SAComplex)/SALigand using surface areas (SA) from 
PyMol[135]. 
b
Counts of crystallographic water positions located in the interface defined by a dmax=3.5 Å (Methods). 
c
Non-
amino-acid residues are defined in Table S8. 
d
Complexes with protein ligands of more than one hundred residues. 
4.3.1 Performance of void free hydration methods 
The simplest Method 1 (M1, Fig. 8, Appendix) works on the free surface of the target 
without using the structure of the ligand, similarly to other methods (Table 1) and our 
previous results (Section 4.2.9). The ligand is involved in M1 to exclude conflicting water 
molecules but not for the predictive calculations of the method. Although M1 produced a 
complete match (SR=100%) for four systems, there were also twelve systems where 
SR50%. M1 assumes that the target surface is the main determinant of interfacial hydration 
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structure. However, the results are highly system-dependent (Table 10), and therefore, M1 
works well for systems with relatively small ligands, where the pocket is deep and the ligand 
is well-buried (Table 9). 
Table 10. Efficiency of hydration methods expressed as success rates (SR). Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf 
Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
PDB ID Method
a
/Match tolerance (Å) 
 M1 M2 M3 
 /1.50 /1.75 /1.50 /1.75 /1.50 /1.75 
1B32 50 75 100 100 100 100 
1B3F 71 71 71 71 71 71 
1B46 38 38 88 88 100 100 
1B4Z 60 60 90 90 80 90 
1B51 56 67 89 89 89 89 
1B58 71 71 100 100 71 100 
1B5I 38 50 88 88 88 100 
1B5J 60 60 80 80 80 90 
1B9J 38 63 75 75 75 88 
1BBZ 50 50 83 100 100 100 
1JET 50 50 75 75 63 75 
1JEU 67 67 78 78 89 100 
1JEV 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1JYR 50 50 100 100 100 100 
1QKA 57 57 86 100 100 100 
1QKB 100 100 63 75 75 88 
1TP5 50 75 75 100 100 100 
2BBA 50 50 80 80 90 90 
2H2D 80 80 60 80 100 100 
2H2G 71 71 86 100 86 100 
2H2H 100 100 100 100 100 100 
2O4K 100 100 83 83 100 100 
2OLB 50 50 100 100 88 88 
2X6M 60 60 100 100 100 100 
3QGJ 33 67 100 100 100 100 
3QL9 69 69 81 88 94 100 
3RO3 50 50 92 100 100 100 
3U43 73 82 82 89 95 100 
4H9N 57 59 94 96 88 94 
4H9O 60 60 94 94 94 100 
4H9Q 66 66 79 79 89 92 
Overall
b 
62 65 86 90 90 95 
Notes to Table 10. 
a
A value of 100 refers to full match with experimental positions of water oxygen atoms. 
b
Overall SR is 
calculated from total counts of calculated and reference water positions of all systems (Eq. 1). 
As the success of target-based M1 depends on the actual topography of the system, two 
additional strategies were investigated involving the ligand structure in the prediction. 
Method 2 (M2, Fig. 8, Appendix) works with the entire target-ligand complex, i.e. water 
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molecules can interact with both faces during MD and MobyWat steps. Similar to M1, a 
crude hydration procedure is performed at first, where the entire complex is hydrated using 
pre-equilibrated water positions as provided by the default hydration algorithm of the MD 
software package (Fig. 9). Intermolecular interactions are optimized by a single MD 
simulation. 
Thus, in M2, water-ligand interactions are calculated as well. In most of the cases, SR values 
improved considerably compared to M1 (Table 10). However, despite the involvement of the 
ligand structure and the optimization of interactions, the first crude hydration step of M2 
can easily result in void spaces and non-optimal arrangement of the water molecules at the 
interface due to the restricted access of hidden interface regions to bulk water and their 
limited translational and rotational freedom (Fig. 9). 
 
Figure 9. Schematic representation of hydration with and without the ligand structure. Reprinted with permission from J 
Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
To overcome such limitations of M2, an additional hydration step was introduced in Method 
3 (M3, Fig. 8, Methods). In this step, the surface of the free target molecule is hydrated 
without the ligand using short MD and a MobyWat steps as in M1. Thus, an optimal 
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hydration of the cavities can be achieved, as the migration of water molecules is not limited 
to/from the bulk (Fig. 9). Having an optimally loaded target surface, the ligand is positioned 
back so as to form the interface with the target. This interface can be considered soaked, 
leaving as many water molecules as possible for the next MD step (Fig. 9) to reduce the 
volume of unwanted void spaces. Finally, additional MD and MobyWat steps are performed 
to re-equilibrate all interactions of water molecules in the presence of the ligand (Fig. 9). 
Although M3 involves additional steps, they are not very demanding computationally. M3 is 
therefore recommended if complete void-free exploration of hydration structure of complex 
interfaces is needed. The use of the ligand structure by M2 and M3 resulted in an increase of 
SR due to accounting for its interactions with water molecules. However, the benefit of 
involvement of the ligand structure in the hydration process is not trivial as it also largely 
blocks the accessibility of the interface. Such a blockage can easily result in void volumes 
(cavities) and incomplete filling up of the interface with water molecules as described on Fig. 
9. A schematic representation of cross-sections of a hydrated surface and an interface are 
shown on Fig. 9A. It is evident that water molecules bound to a free target surface can leave 
and bulk waters can also enter any binding sites of the surface in any direction. The closed 
geometry of the interface results in a reduced migration area with the bulk (reduced length 
of red lines in Fig. 9A), hampering the exchange of water molecules between interface and 
bulk regions. Default hydration algorithms of MD methods (gmx solvate, Fig. 9BC) add evenly 
distributed water molecules (Stage 2) from a pre-equilibrated droplet to the dry solute 
(Stage 1). Close contacts with solute molecules are recognized (Stage 3) and the 
corresponding water molecules are removed (Stage 4) leaving cavities (red areas) around the 
solute. In the case of a target-ligand interface (Fig. 9C), cavities can remain (Stage 5) after an 
MD simulation of M2 due to the above-mentioned restricted exchange of water molecules 
between interface and bulk regions (Fig. 9A). Thus, M2 can result in an incomplete hydration 
structure of the interface region. In the case of a free target surface (Fig. 9B) non-restricted 
exchange of water molecules between surface and bulk regions (Fig. 9B) allows filling up of 
the cavities in MD simulations resulting28 in a complete hydration structure of the surface 
(Step 5). In M3 such an extra surface hydration step was introduced before placing the ligand 
back into the complex structure. This extra step provided an optimized and void-free 
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hydration structure of the target surface to reduce the amount of cavities and to produce a 
complete hydration structure of the interface. 
The effect of clustering tolerance of the MobyWat step was also investigated (Table 11) and 
1.0 Å was found to be the optimal value similarly to the prediction of surface hydration[120]. 
Significant differences were not observed between SR values obtained at ctols at a range 
between 0.25…1.25 Å. At ctol=0.25 Å very small cluster of low occupancy values were 
obtained (not shown), which is not beneficial for scaling of the mobility scores. In terms of 
SR (Table 11), the overall efficiency of M3 was the best among the three strategies 
investigated. 
Table 11. The effect of clustering tolerances on SR values. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 
148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
ctol (Å) 0.25 0.75 1.00 1.25 
PDB Code M2 M3 M2 M3 M2 M3 M2 M3 
1B32 87.5 100.0 87.5 75.0 100.0 100.0 87.5 87.5 
1B3F 85.7 71.4 85.7 71.4 71.4 71.4 71.4 71.4 
1B46 87.5 100.0 75.0 100.0 87.5 100.0 87.5 100.0 
1B4Z 90.0 90.0 90.0 80.0 90.0 80.0 90.0 80.0 
1B51 77.8 88.9 77.8 88.9 88.9 88.9 77.8 88.9 
1B58 100.0 85.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 71.4 85.7 100.0 
1B5I 87.5 100.0 87.5 100.0 87.5 87.5 87.5 87.5 
1B5J 90.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 90.0 80.0 
1B9J 75.0 100.0 87.5 100.0 75.0 75.0 62.5 87.5 
1BBZ 83.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 83.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1JET 87.5 75.0 87.5 62.5 75.0 62.5 87.5 75.0 
1JEU 77.8 100.0 88.9 77.8 77.8 88.9 88.9 77.8 
1JEV 83.3 100.0 83.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 83.3 100.0 
1JYR 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1QKA 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 85.7 100.0 85.7 100.0 
1QKB 75.0 87.5 62.5 75.0 62.5 75.0 75.0 75.0 
1TP5 75.0 100.0 75.0 100.0 75.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
2BBA 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 90.0 80.0 80.0 
2H2D 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 60.0 100.0 80.0 80.0 
2H2G 100.0 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7 100.0 85.7 
2H2H 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
2O4K 83.3 100.0 83.3 100.0 83.3 100.0 83.3 100.0 
2OLB 100.0 87.5 100.0 87.5 100.0 87.5 100.0 87.5 
2X6M 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
3QGJ 66.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
3QL9 68.8 93.8 81.3 93.8 81.3 93.8 81.3 93.8 
3RO3 91.7 100.0 91.7 91.7 91.7 100.0 91.7 100.0 
3U43 81.8 86.4 86.4 90.9 81.8 95.5 81.8 90.9 
4H9N 91.8 89.8 91.8 89.8 93.9 87.6 91.8 91.8 
4H9O 94.3 97.1 91.4 97.1 94.3 94.3 94.3 94.3 
4H9Q 78.9 89.5 78.9 92.1 78.9 89.5 81.6 89.5 
Mean 87.1 93.2 88.3 90.9 86.1 90.5 87.9 90.5 
SD 10.0 8.5 9.6 10.8 11.3 10.8 9.5 9.3 
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The counts of predicted interfacial water molecules have a ratio of ca. 1:2:5 for the gmx 
solvate:M1:M3 methods, and therefore, M3 leaves the smallest void space in the interfacial 
volume (Table 12). Following a sample list is provided with water counts for  the three 
methods. Gmx solvate is the default hydration method in Gromacs. These are crude non-
minimized and non-equilibrated positions of solvent molecules. 
Table 12. Comparison of void filling ability of hydration methods. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 
2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
System Default_hydration M1  M3 
1B5I 4 11 20 
3QL9 11 26 48 
2X6M 4 7 24 
4H9Q 59 142 317 
2H2H 7 13 38 
Matching water positions of four systems are depicted on Fig. 10 
 
Figure 10. M3-calculated and experimental water positions. Target and ligand molecules are shown in grey and cyan, 
respectively. Crystallographic and M3-calculated positions of water oxygen atoms are shown as red and blue spheres, 
respectively. between crystallographic and calculated water oxygen atoms are given in Å. Reprinted with permission 
from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
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4.3.2 Reproducibility 
Similar to SF prediction described in the previous sections, reproducibility tests were run. 
The three interfacial hydration methods presented are based on the generation of MD 
trajectories of water molecules residing in the simulation box. To test the reproducibility of 
the methods, the predictions were repeated three times for twelve systems (Fig. 11) using 
three different initial velocity distributions. 
 
Figure 11. Reproducibility and efficiency of hydration methods. Interface hydration was performed in triplicate for six 
randomly selected (empty columns) and the six largest (grey columns) systems by all three methods. Efficiencies are 
plotted as mean success rate (SR) values. Reproducibility is shown as the corresponding standard deviations (error bars). 
Method 3 (M3) has the best overall efficiency and good reproducibility. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf 
Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
Six of the twelve systems were picked randomly (empty columns in Fig. 11), whereas the 
other six systems contain the largest number of reference interface water molecules (grey 
columns in Fig. 11). Similarly to the results of Table 12, the average SRs of the repeated 
predictions show that M1 had the lowest overall prediction efficiency (lowest columns in Fig. 
11) and M2 had problems with reproducibility for certain systems probably due to non-
optimal arrangements as described above (large error bars in Fig. 11). M3 proved to be the 
best method in the reproducibility tests in terms of overall mean and standard deviation of 
SRs (92  5%). 
The SR values summarized in Table 11 and the above comparisons with other studies show 
that the use of surfaces of both partners of a complex structure is necessary for exhaustive 
hydration of an interface. Neglecting the ligand structure may result in loss of important 
ligand-water contacts, and incomplete determination of the interfacial hydration structure. 
The use of an MD-based approach and filling steps of M3 are crucial to eliminate cavities 
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while accounting for water-water interactions and allowing water mobility is essential for 
complete exploration of the hydration structure. 
4.3.3 Performance of mobility score 
SP curves for the six largest systems are presented on Fig. 12. Notably, small systems contain 
too few interface water positions to draw such SP curves originally introduced for surface 
predictions. An average of SP50=87.0(4) % can be calculated from the six curves. 
 
Figure 12. Performance of mobility score. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. 
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
Fig. 12 also hints that crystallography finds mostly the low-mobility water positions used for 
our validations (SR and SP). In reality, there are no cavities in the interface, and beyond the 
experimental reference positions M3 can also fill such cavities with water molecules yielding 
a completed hydration structure. 
4.3.4 Void free hydration 
The figure shows water positions determined by X-ray crystallography and Method 3 (M3)-
calculations for the binding pocket of system 3QL9 (ligand and target molecules are shown 
as sticks and surface, respectively). It can be seen, that M3 calculations fill void spaces of the 
interface volume. Evidently, extended void spaces  do not exist is reality, but the high 
mobility of water molecules and other limitations of crystallography do not allow assignment 
of water positions of such regions. However, to better approach reality, a void-free filling up 
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of the interface volume would be desirable (Fig. 13). Beyond correctly reproduced static 
crystallographic water positions M3 calculations provide positions of dynamic water 
molecules filling up the void regions and providing a complete hydration structure for 
further (network, energetic, etc.) analyses.  
 
Figure 13. Comparison of cavity (void) content of hydration structure produced by crystallography and Method 3. 
Hydrogen atoms were added to crystallographic water oxygen atoms for full comparability of the two images. Reprinted 
with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
4.3.5 Characterization of hydration networks 
M3 list of interfacial water molecules and their mobility values form the foundation of our 
new approach for the characterization of hydration networks. The characterization protocol 
was implemented as the NetDraw mode of program MobyWat (see Methods and Appendix). 
NetDraw determines the interactions of interfacial water molecules with each other, the 
bulk water and solute (ligand + target) molecules resulting in network graphs with mobility 
assigned to all water nodes. 
The interfacial hydration networks of two systems, the oligopeptide binding protein A 
(1QKA) and the transcriptional regulator ATRX (3QL9) with radically different topographies 
and ligands are shown in Figs. 14C-D. System 1QKA has a tripeptide ligand deeply buried (Fig. 
14A, Table 9) in the target protein, with a compact interface involving a small number of 
waters and limited communication with the bulk. The relatively large ligand of system 3QL9 
is an N-terminal peptide tail of a histone H3 protein trimethylated on Lys9. Coding of 
epigenetic regulation is attributed[136, 137] to such methylation and other post-
translational modifications of Lys and Arg side-chains in H3. The histone peptide tail in 3QL9 
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binds at a shallow surface of the target transcriptional regulator protein (Fig. 14B) leaving 
the Arg and Lys side-chains open to interactions with water molecules of the bulk. 
 
Figure 14. Characterization of hydration networks of protein-peptide complex interfaces of systems 1QKA (A, C, E) and 
3QL9 (B, D, F). Positions of water molecules (A, B) were calculated by M3 and used for generation of hydration network 
graphs (C, D) of the interfaces. Static subnets of red edges are represented in both systems (C, D). Accumulated count of 
interactions of interface water molecules (E, F) with solute (protein+peptide) molecules, each-other, bulk waters, and all 
waters (interface+bulk) are shown as functions of serial numbers of interface water molecules as listed by M3. The 
corresponding mobility values are also plotted as a separate curve. In the low (50) mobility region the curves have grey 
background. Numbering of water positions (nodes) follows the numbering of M3 lists throughout the figure. For clarity, 
labels were attached only to water molecules and residues discussed in the text. See Appendix for distances of M3 water 
positions (A, B) to matching references. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. 
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
4.3.5.1 Static subnets 
In the hydration networks of both systems, subnets of low (50) mobility water nodes can 
be observed, where 50 is the approximate inflection point of the mobility curve of 3QL9 (Fig. 
15F). The M3-listed top 7 of 14 (50 %) and 6 of 48 (12.5%) water positions belong to this 
category for systems 1QKA and 3QL9, respectively. Such low mobility water molecules 
usually have more than two different contacts with the solute (red edges in Figs. 14C-D) and 
they are essential parts of its structure[11]. In extreme cases of water #1 in 1QKA (Fig. 14C) 
and #4 in 3QL9 (Fig. 14D) all four possible hydrogen bonds are formed with solute partners. 
The network graph (Fig. 14D) is very densely connected around the low mobility nodes 
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compared to other regions of the network. At the corresponding low mobility domains (grey 
background in Figs. 14EF) of accumulative curves of interaction counts the dominancy of 
interactions with solute faces can be observed. Here, the curves representing interactions of 
interface water molecules with the solute run above the other curves accounting for 
interactions with water. 
The above findings suggested the introduction of an upper mobility limit of 50 as an 
identification criterion of static nodes in the characterization protocol. Water molecules of 
the lowest mobility values belong to static networks important in the stabilization of 
molecular interfaces. Such water molecules are placed at the top of the prediction lists, by 
definition. The mobility scores render static networks at the top half of the prediction lists 
with an 87 % performance if compared to the crystallographic water positions. In other 
words, important hubs of the static network are recognized appropriately  by the mobility 
score. Based on such simple criteria (Methods), the small interfacial hydration network of 
system 1QKA was characterized as almost completely static (Fig. 14C), whereas in 3QL9 the 
static edges were gathered in a well-defined core (Fig. 14D). In both cases, static subnets are 
centered at charged ligand side-chains of the coding Arg and Lys residues (waters #1-4, Figs. 
14AB) or strong H-bonding backbone amide group (water #5, Fig. 14B). Thus, the number of 
contacts with bulk waters is marginal in static subnets (bulk curve in the grey region of Figs. 
15EF). Such H-bonding networks of buried regions isolated from bulk water are of central 
importance to the  kinetic stability of complexes due to shielding of target-ligand H-bonds by 
the solute.[9] Besides target-ligand H-bonds, the above static water-water subnets are also 
often shielded from the bulk, and therefore, their presence and detection may be important 
for ligand design. In the case of system 3QL9, the static hydration subnet (Fig. 14D) anchors 
the N-terminal part of the histone peptide tail to the protein target (Fig. 14B). The rest of the 
3QL9 hydration network contains water molecules of increased mobility and discussed in the 
next section. 
4.3.5.2 Dynamic subnets 
Whereas static subnets bridge between the solute faces, the role of dynamic segments of 
the interfacial hydration structure is fairly complex. The accumulated interaction plot of 
system 3QL9 (Fig. 14F) shows that the static region of low mobility waters (grey background) 
is followed by a steep ascend for interactions with (all) water molecules and a saturation 
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phase for the count of solute contacts. Indeed, the corresponding hydration subnets (black 
edges in Fig. 14D) of the 3QL9 interface contain water molecules of high mobility (>50) 
hydrogen-bonding to each-other and an increased count of contacts to the bulk. The high 
rate of exchange with each other and the bulk is an important feature of the water 
molecules of these subnets, and therefore, they can be considered as “dynamic”. Such 
dynamic networks with changeable nodes and edges often occur in many real life problems 
whereas traditional network analyses work on static networks.[138] Thus, a distinction 
between dynamic and static networks is common[138, 139] in network science and this 
classification was adopted for the hydration subnets in the present study. Due to a small 
number of contacts to solute partners, and increased topological distances, it can be seen 
(Fig. 14D) that the density of edges in dynamic subnets is small compared to the static ones. 
Whereas the static hydration subnet anchors the histone peptide at its N-terminus to the 
target, dynamic water nodes #8 and 9 stabilize the binding of the mobile C-terminus (Figs. 
14BD). Sometimes dynamic nodes form separate graphs (waters #15, 23 and 42, Fig. 14D). 
Water molecules of the highest mobility values can be considered as “bulk-like” nodes 
starting from ca. #30, where the curve of interaction counts with “all waters” exceeds that 
with solutes (Fig. 14F) due to a sharp increase in bulk contacts. The network graph of 3QL9 
(Fig. 14D) also shows that subnets of dynamic (bulk-like) water molecules can affect 
topologically distant static ones. For example, water #21 and #36 affect #3 via #37, water 
#20 and #43 affect #6 via #17, and so on. Such high-level connections of the dynamic 
hydration subnet can provide an “access channel” from the static regions towards the bulk 
which is an important factor of (de)stabilizing of the complexes[9, 140] via e.g. destroying 
the above mentioned protecting shields[9] above the H-bonds of the buried, static regions. 
4.3.5.3 Beyond the hydration structure 
Static and moderately dynamic interface water positions were found by the M3 method and 
X-ray crystallography equally well. M3 detects most of these positions with low mobility as 
top candidates (see section 4.3.3). Dynamic positions with high mobility (bulk-like behavior) 
were identified only by M3 and those are missing from the crystallographic interface 
structure. However, the existence of the corresponding continuous void spaces in the 
interface volume is improbable (section 4.3.4). Therefore, the void-free hydration of the 
interface is an important feature of M3. Determination of the full hydration structures with 
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all atoms and contacts led to exploration of the complete interfacial hydration networks 
including the dynamic regions. Using the network graphs equipped with mobility values (Fig. 
14C-D) of water nodes allowed the above characterization of hydration networks by their 
decomposition into static and dynamic subnets.  
4.3.6 Case studies 
4.3.6.1 Case study I: Histone-Chaperone interface 
Like the histone H3 involved in system 3QL9 (Fig. 14), H4 is an important constituent of the 
nucleosome. The hydration network of a DAXX-H3.3-H4 ternary complex (4H9N, Fig. 15A) 
was investigated here. DAXX (also known as Death-associated protein 6) is a chaperone 
protein, involved in the pathophysiology of several tumorous diseases.[141-143] It was 
shown[23], that the integrity of interfacial hydration structure (Fig. 15C) between reference 
residues Y222, E225, K229 of DAXX and G90, K64 of H3.3 is crucial for the stability of the wild 
type ternary complex 4H9N. A single mutant G90M of H3.3 (4H9O) resulted in a 50 % 
reduction in its binding to DAXX[23]. It was suggested that the replacement of water 
molecules by the Met side-chain alone does not explain reduced binding and it is rather a 
de-integration of the entire interfacial hydrogen bond network which is responsible for the 
effect.[23] 
For investigation of the de-integration of the interfacial hydration network, void-free 
hydration structures of the wild type (4H9N) and mutant (4H9O) ternary complexes were 
determined by M3. This was particularly challenging, as the protein partners are enveloped 
into each-other and large, non-buried (Table 9) interfaces are formed between their 
interacting chains (Fig. 15). The M3-calculated hydration structures of both 4H9N and 4H9O 
were validated using the available crystallographic water positions and SRs of 90 % were 
achieved (Table 10). Similarly to the systems of Fig. 3, the complete interfacial hydration 
networks were produced from the hydration structures (Fig. 15, Appendix). 
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Figure 15. The stability of a histone-chaperon complex requires the presence of a continuous, static hydration subnet in 
the interface. (A) The ternary complex of DAXX-H3.3-H4 proteins (A) is stabilized by hydration network connecting key 
residues[23] of the interface region (box) at the mutated G90 residue of the three proteins. Positions of interfacial water 
molecules were calculated by M3 and used for generation of the complete hydration network of the wild type complex 
4H9N (B) and the G90M mutant 4H9O (Fig. S6). Interfacial hydration graphs at G90 were separated, further characterized 
and a continuous static subnet (marked with grey background in B, D) could be identified in 4H9N (C,D), and it was 
demolished in 4H9O (E, F). Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 
American Chemical Society. 
The above-mentioned key protein residues[23] were used as references for separation of 
graphs (Figs. 15DF) relevant for network analysis of the interface region at the mutated G90 
residue (Fig. 15A,C,E). The separation of the graph was uniformly done for the two systems 
by cutting edges beyond topological distance of three edges measured from the reference 
nodes, key residues of the interface[23] 
In the separate graph of 4H9N (Fig. 15D), a central water node #75 can be observed 
connecting three branches. The branch containing seven reference nodes on the left side of 
Fig. 15D is a continuous static subnet marked with grey background and red lines. This static 
subnet is a compact core within the entire network (Fig. 15B) and has a high density of 
connections (red edges) similar to the static subnet of system 3QL9 described in Fig. 14D. 
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Indeed, the vast majority of the edges (81%) in this branch link to protein nodes, whereas 
this ratio is less than a half (40%) in the entire graph (Table 13). 48% of the protein nodes of 
the entire graph are linked in the static branch. In the case of 4H9O, this value is decreased 
to 26% (Table 13) reflecting a remarkable reduction of the static subnet. The differences 
between 4H9N and 4H9O are also striking if comparing the morphology of the corresponding 
hydration graphs. In the graph of 4H9O (Fig. 15F) the continuous static branch was 
demolished, and the distribution of the reference protein nodes and static edges became 
diffused if compared to 4H9N (Fig. 15D). This difference can be also seen between Figs. 15C 
and E which show the spatial plot of the static subnet, and the surrounding protein parts in 
the cases of 4H9N, and 4H9O, respectively. In addition, certain protein nodes (K229, S57) 
have changed their positions in the 4H9O graph (Fig. 15F) or disappeared like Q93. 
Table 13. Analysis of the interfaces of wild type (4H9N) and mutant (4H9O) complexes. Reprinted with permission from J 
Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
Reference solute nodes 4H9N 4H9O 
A:Q206 1 3 
A:Y222 4 2 
A:E225 2 2 
A:K229 2 1 
A:N335 3 3 
A:G337 2 2 
B:R49 2 4 
B:K56 3 3 
B:K64 2 1 
B:Q93 3 0 
B:E94 3 2 
Edges to reference nodes of the separated graphs in Figs. 19 and 20 (sum of above numbers) 27 23 
Edges to reference nodes of the static subnet (grey backgr. in Fig. 16, sum of above bold numbers) 13 6 
All edges of the separated graph 67 77 
All edges of static subnet of Fig. 16D 16 na 
Edges to reference nodes / all edges in the separated graph (%)  40 30 
Edges to reference nodes of the static subnet / edges to reference nodes of the separated graph (%) 48 26 
Edges to reference nodes of the static subnet / all edges of the static subnet (%) 81 na 
 
The above exploratory work revealed the presence of a continuous static core in the 
interfacial hydration network of the stable, wild type ternary protein complex (4H9N). The 
diffusion of the static core and re-arrangement of its links resulted in a dynamic, de-
integrated hydration network leading to the reduced binding[23] of the protein partners in 
the mutant system 4H9O. 
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4.3.6.2 Case study II: colicin E2 DNase - Im2 complex 
Buried interfacial waters are important in the stabilization of the DNase-Im2 complex 
extensively studied by 20 research groups and various methods of a recent study.[84] 9 of 
the 23 interfacial waters are buried according to Fig 1a of Reference 84, with a ≤ 10% of their 
surface exposed to the bulk.[84] The M3 method was able to detect all stabilizing waters of 
the interface (Table 10). Hydration graph of the interface is on Fig. 16, the analysis of the 
graph revealed that more than half (55.6%) of these buried waters (#1, #2, #5, #16 and # 17) 
were classified as static ones, and are members of static subnets.  
 
Figure 16. Hydration graph of colicin E2 DNase - Im2 complex. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 
56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
Formation of two, continuous static sub-networks can be observed in agreement with the 
experimental findings cited in Fig 1b of Reference 84. The first subnet is formed around a 
static core by water #1, #2 and #5, connected to solute residues G73, S74, I53, Y54 and N75. 
Edges between #1 and N75, and N75 and #5 are cut edges, i.e. their removal would fragment 
the subnet. It is important, that the corresponding cut vertices are waters with low mobility, 
indicating that these very stable waters around N75 are required for the stability of the 
overall sub-net. Extensive dynamic network is observable in both ends of the sub-net. Such 
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dynamic waters link the core network to solute residues, and shield it from the bulk. Also, 
Y54 links I22, N78 and R98 and the network around these residues (Fig 1b of Reference 84). 
The second subnet around D51, Q92, E97 has no cut edges nor cut vertices. Extensive water-
water interactions are observable, also the predicted waters, that serve as the backbone (#7, 
#17, #32) have high mobility and are linked by the dynamic network. Molecular dynamics-
based approaches can distinguish between the static core and the rapidly changing parts of 
the overall hydration network, as they explicitly incorporate the mobility of waters in the 
interfacial region, while other (e.g. static geometry-based) methods do not. As static 
approaches do not take water-water interactions into account, they can uncover dynamic 
sub-nets in the hydration structure. Also, the dynamic approaches can reproduce more 
experimental water positions than static ones. [84]  
4.3.6.3 Case study III: bioisosteric hotspots of ligand design 
A bridging water molecule (residue number 303 in PDB structure 2O4K[144]) is present 
between atazanavir, a potent and widely applied inhibitor[145, 146] and the HIV-1 protease 
homodimer. The water molecule was correctly predicted by M3 and ranked at position #2 
(blue sphere) in the prediction list. It is coordinated by the amide nitrogen atoms of I50 of 
protein chains A and B (Fig. 17AB). The other two hydrogen bonds are formed with carbonyl 
oxygen atoms from the ligand (boxes on Fig. 17AC). The water matches with the 
experimental position from crystallography experiments, the match distance is 0.752 Å. M1 
prediction also reproduced this water molecule, it occupies a very prominent place in that 
list too, it is in the top 1.5% of the surface prediction list. The hydration network graph (Fig. 
18B) shows that water #2 (asterix) is isolated from the dynamic region, and it is a terminal 
water node of the core static interaction network connected only solute nodes. As water #2 
is highly static with a terminal position, it is a fairly plausible guess to design a ligand 
molecule incorporating the corresponding oxygen atom. Indeed, in DMP-323[37] (Fig. 17D), 
a cyclic urea inhibitor, it was incorporated into the molecule with bioisosteric substitution 
(asterisk), and the oxygen atom of the urea moiety displaces this water in crystallographic 
structures (PDB structure 3JVW[147] superimposed on 2O4K on protein heavy atoms). Thus, 
terminal, static water nodes of hydration network graphs can be important in rational drug 
design, indicating potential hotspots for bioisosteric substitutions.[37, 38] 
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Figure 17. Bridging water as bioisosteric hotspot. (A) Water #2 coordinated by both ligand and target. (B) Water #2 is 
buried in the hydration graph. (C) Asterisks mark the carbonyl oxygens of atazanavir, that bind to water #2. The water is 
bioisosterically incorporated into the structure of DMP-323 (D), marked with an asterisk. Reprinted with permission from 
J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
4.3.7 Comparisons to other methods 
Like SF prediction was compared to a method based on a different philosophy, the 
performance of M3 (expressed as SR) was compared to the results of two independent, 
external studies using the same complex interfaces. The first method, AcquaAlta[86], applies 
a static, directional approach to predict the solvent content of interfaces. The other 
comparison was made against a recent CAPRI survey[84], in which several approaches were 
tested. 
4.3.7.1 Comparison of M3 with AcquaAlta 
There are fourteen complexes in Table 9 with oligopeptide binding proteins which were used 
as test cases for a static, geometrical method AcquaAlta.[86] Details of our results obtained 
with M3 and AcquaAlta are summarized in Table 14. We found that M3 yielded an overall 
10% increase in SR, and for certain systems (1B32, 1QKB), the increase was more than 40%. 
The improved performance of our M3 method can be attributed to the use of molecular 
dynamics simulations and the calculation of water networks which is not done in 
AcquaAlta.[86]. The same tolerances were used for comparability. That is, a match tolerance 
of 1.4 Å, an interface of dmax=3.3 Å and a prediction tolerance of 2.5 Å. MobyWat clustering 
tolerance was set to 1.0 Å. Reference crystallographic water positions were not filtered by B-
factor. Results obtained for crystallographic complex structures are directly comparable, as 
the docked conformations might deviate from the experimental structure. The overall 
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performance of M3 was better than AcquaAlta (Table 14), and in some cases even a 30 % 
increase of SR was observed. This is probably a consequence of using explicit modeling of 
water-water contacts between interfacial water molecules in M3 and also its dynamic 
strategy. 
Table 14. Comparison of M3 with AcquaAlta. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. 
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
PDB Code M3  AcquaAlta 
 Crystallographic Crystallographic Docked 
1B32 87.5 42.9 42.9 
1B3F 71.4 71.4 28.6 
1B46 100.0 83.3 83.3 
1B4Z 80.0 50.0 40.0 
1B51 88.9 71.4 42.9 
1B58 71.4 71.4 42.9 
1B5I 71.4 71.4 42.9 
1B5J 66.7 60.0 50.0 
1B9J 75.0 83.3 66.7 
1JET 71.4 57.1 57.1 
1JEU 66.7 55.6 66.7 
1JEV 100.0 83.3 50.0 
1QKA 100.0 83.3 33.3 
1QKB 75.0 33.3 66.7 
Mean 80.4 65.6 51.0 
SD 12.5 16.2 15.2 
Overall
a
 80.0 69.9 52.4 
a
Overall SR is calculated from total counts of predicted and reference water positions of all systems as in Table 13. 
4.3.7.2 Comparison of M3 with a CAPRI survey 
In a recent paper[84] of the CAPRI project, the hydration of the interface between colicin-E2 
(ligand) with an immunity protein (target) was investigated. The study used 23 
crystallographic oxygen positions of interfacial water molecules as references for 
comparison with the prediction of the groups of the project. The study applied a match 
tolerance of 2 Å for identification of successfully predicted water positions. Using the same 
reference water positions, match tolerance, and our standard clustering and prediction 
tolerances, Method 3 (M3) could find all references (SR=100 %) below the 2 Å limit as shown 
in the last column of Table 15. The closest distances of reference oxygen atoms from ligand 
and target heavy atoms, residue serial numbers, and atomic coordinates are also tabulated. 
Twenty workgroups worked on the CAPRI project, submitting a total of 195 models of which 
19 approaches were described. 5 of them used MD as the search method (10 used local 
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search, the others did not utilize search on their systems). Placing interface waters were 
done a posteriori by most research groups, a priori hydration was utilized by two groups 
only. Ten groups used experimental positions from homologous structures for candidate 
interface waters, two of the remaining groups used knowledge-based algorithms, the other 
two used geometrical methods. The remaining five used methods for water prediction based 
on energy functions. The best CAPRI method achieved an SR=91.3 % for the same 23 
reference water positions. Interestingly, the best SR (after a conversion of fw(nat) values, 
Table S2 of Reference 84) was achieved by the P08 Zacharias method based on MD (energy) 
search emphasizing that explicit calculation water-water interactions and water dynamics is 
important from the beginning of the prediction process. Also, the docking model with the 
highest quality (P26 Nakamura, Table IV of Reference 84), sampled the hydration structure 
with MD (Supp. Information of Reference 84). Methods applying geometrical, homology, or 
knowledge-based initial predictions of water positions showed moderate performance. 
Table 15. Comparison of M3 with a CAPRI survey. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-
158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
M3-predicted oxygen position Matched crystallographic oxygen position Distance from (Å) 
# x y z Residue # x y z target ligand matched cryst. O 
1 108.592 -0.238 30.368 101 108.438 -0.147 29.854 2.820 2.998 0.544 
2 108.383 -5.495 28.404 120 108.516 -5.624 28.002 2.689 2.957 0.443 
3 111.425 -7.471 23.506 122 112.504 -7.250 23.227 2.707 2.810 1.136 
4 108.564 -3.973 20.464 123 108.267 -3.137 19.656 2.730 3.034 1.200 
5 106.151 5.766 15.792 128 106.093 6.127 16.375 2.795 3.405 0.688 
6 113.584 5.938 15.917 136 113.401 5.702 15.540 2.699 2.741 0.481 
7 100.669 0.310 25.825 140 101.850 0.216 26.352 2.751 2.901 1.297 
8 97.217 2.507 30.234 141 97.696 1.966 30.839 2.697 2.921 0.942 
9 108.038 -7.296 34.487 149 108.066 -7.491 34.713 3.309 3.498 0.300 
10 112.735 -7.895 30.472 151 113.129 -8.167 30.357 3.015 3.539 0.493 
11 116.077 -7.304 18.583 229 115.939 -6.963 18.340 2.653 3.081 0.441 
12 118.067 -6.748 15.563 251 117.751 -7.522 16.568 2.683 3.157 1.307 
13 111.727 -8.977 27.257 308 110.865 -8.392 26.924 2.987 3.421 1.094 
14 108.599 1.634 32.560 191 108.594 1.165 32.290 3.364 2.611 0.541 
15 108.772 -2.809 27.997 192 108.970 -2.927 27.846 2.853 2.738 0.275 
16 109.262 -0.672 17.133 197 108.973 -1.105 17.655 2.780 2.706 0.737 
17 102.905 6.070 16.745 224 103.332 5.686 17.992 3.126 2.824 1.372 
18 109.481 -7.920 26.452 225 109.075 -8.537 26.202 2.947 2.793 0.780 
19 100.263 1.270 32.440 241 100.551 0.587 32.610 3.087 2.709 0.761 
20 105.224 -2.308 34.626 242 105.479 -2.659 33.905 3.297 2.442 0.842 
21 102.808 6.494 14.093 244 102.622 7.159 15.607 3.345 2.676 1.664 
22 98.370 0.433 21.364 268 98.610 0.638 21.500 2.658 2.778 0.344 
23 96.526 1.097 19.469 292 98.024 0.537 19.115 3.126 3.254 1.638 
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4.4 Efficiency of dynamic prediction of hydration structures 
In previous sections it was demonstrated that mobility information derived from MD 
trajectories is efficient in void-free prediction of hydration structure of protein surfaces[120] 
and interfacial hydration networks of target-ligand complex interfaces[134]. The method, 
implemented in MobyWat was tested on crystallographic protein and complex structures, 
with successful reproduction of the experimental hydration structure, more than 80% of 
experimental positions were reproduced. 
Accuracy of predicted hydration structures produced by both approaches may be largely 
influenced by the parameters of MD protocols. For example, choosing the right force-field 
and water model combination is also crucial in molecular mechanical calculations. Explicit 
water models are widely applied in biomolecular simulations, several solvent models were 
developed.[148] However it is often not trivial which water model is the most suitable for 
certain simulations and the calculations of water-protein and water-water energetics, as no 
model is able to reproduce properly the experimental properties of water[69]. It was 
demonstrated, that the selection can significantly affect the results of the simulations of A-
RNA duplexes[149], peptide and protein folding[70-74] the calculation of hydration 
thermodynamics[75] and the binding free energy of ligands to proteins[76]. The modification 
of the four-site TIP4P model, with the Amber03 force field performs well at the simulation of 
protein folding, when compared to the TIP3P model, but the difference is small[74]. The 
calculation of hydration thermodynamics of amino acid analogues is largely dependent on 
the chosen model, in this case, the SPC/E model had the best performance[75]. Other 
parameters, such as ensemble type, temperature and pressure also affect the outcomes of 
simulation protocols. A systematic scan of the above-mentioned molecular dynamics 
parameters for the calculation of hydration structure is presented in the next sections. The 
third manuscript, which is currently under completion is the basis of the following sections. 
4.4.1 Simulation temperature 
Temperature is one of the key parameters of MD calculations. It determines the starting 
velocity distribution of the system, and is related to the self-diffusion coefficient (D) of water 
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as proposed by the Stokes-Einstein equation[150, 151] (Eq. 7) and revisited by recent 
measurements[152, 153]  
a6
kT
D

           (Eq. 7) 
Where k, T η, and a denote Boltzmann’s constant, temperature, viscosity and Stokes radius 
of water, respectively. 
Thus, via thermal diffusion T affects the residence time and the corresponding individual 
occupancy and mobility (Eqs. 1 and 2, Methods) of water molecules. A branch of MD-based 
prediction methods such as MobyWat are based on the determination of 
occupancy/mobility values (Introduction), and therefore, their prediction quality may largely 
depend on T. Moreover, it was found that the fraction of high mobility water molecules is 
directly correlating with simulation temperature Figure 18. However, previous studies were 
restricted to a single value (T=298[41],[106] or 300[120, 134] K) and the effect of T on SR has 
not been investigated. 
 
Figure 18. Relationship between the fraction of water molecules with high mobility scores and the simulation 
temperature. 
To investigate the influence of simulation temperature on prediction quality, in the present 
study, a systematic scan of simulation temperatures was performed on a wide range 
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between 75 K and 368 K including twenty-five individual simulation temperatures. In the first 
part of the investigations, altogether six systems were involved. Predictions of water 
positions were performed on the entire protein surfaces (systems 2O9S, 2VB1, 3NIR), and in 
complex interfaces (systems 3RO3, 3U43, 4H9O), as well. All predictions were reproduced 
five times with different initial velocity distributions (Methods), and the corresponding 
average and standard deviation of SR values were calculated and shown in Table 20. 
4.4.2 Surface hydration 
In the first part of the investigations, systems 2O9S, 2VB1, 3NIR were involved. All 
predictions were reproduced five times with different initial velocity distributions (Methods), 
and the corresponding average and standard deviation of SR values were calculated In all 
three cases of surface predictions a gradual increase in SR was observed between 75 K to 
200 K (Fig. 19). The average SR of predictions rises from 58% (2O9S), 58% (2VB1) and 60% 
(3NIR) to 78%, 83% and 80% respectively (Table 16). On higher temperatures SR fluctuates 
around these temperatures, the highest mean SRs achieved are 82%, 89% and 84%. These 
findings can be readily explained by simple considerations using Eq. 7. At low temperature 
(75 K) diffusivity of water molecules is low (Eq. 7), their movement is restricted (frozen) and 
they mostly vibrate around their initial positions. Thus, less raw water positions are provided 
in the trajectories as input for its clustering algorithm of MobyWat. 
 
Figure 19. The effect of simulation temperature on success rates of prediction of hydration structure of protein surface 
(system 2VB1). Each data point represents an average success rate value calculated from five simulations with different 
initial velocities. Error bars denote standard deviations. 
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Consequently, at a high temperature (368 K) more water positions can be predicted than at 
a low temperature (75 K) for the same protein (Fig. 20) which is one reason of the increase in 
SR in the former case. For additional explanations, network graphs of the predicted 
hydration structures were produced by the NetDraw mode of MobyWat (Methods). Based 
on graph information nodes and edges were classified (Methods) into static and dynamic 
categories. The ratio of dynamic nodes among all nodes was found more than 15 % higher at 
368 K than at 75 K (Table 17). This resulted in extensive dynamic subnet regions at 368 K (red 
edges in Fig. 20) interconnecting and stabilizing water positions in the static subnets, and an 
increase of SR. Such a stabilization effect of dynamic networking cannot work at 75 K, where 
rarely interconnected static (blue) regions dominate in a relatively small graph. 
Table 16. Averaged SR values calculated from five simulations with different seeds for systems 2O9S, 2VB1 and 3RO3. 
 
2O9S 
 
2VB1 
 
3NIR 
 T (K) Avg SRa SD Avg SRa SD Avg SRa SD 
75 57.6 1.6 58.1 2.6 60.0 5.9 
100 61.8 1.9 58.7 1.9 62.8 4.0 
125 65.4 4.3 63.3 1.5 65.8 6.1 
150 72.0 4.4 69.6 3.9 73.8 4.6 
200 77.6 2.7 83.1 2.6 79.7 3.7 
228 78.3 3.7 84.6 1.3 80.9 2.1 
238 78.4 1.9 87.6 1.8 81.8 2.3 
248 79.3 3.0 84.6 3.5 84.0 3.0 
258 78.9 1.1 84.9 1.7 82.2 3.7 
268 79.3 3.8 86.8 2.9 79.1 3.0 
273 77.2 1.9 84.9 2.8 81.8 1.3 
278 79.8 1.0 86.9 2.2 82.2 3.9 
283 79.3 4.4 87.2 1.9 82.8 4.3 
288 78.7 5.2 87.8 1.1 82.2 4.7 
293 82.4 2.8 87.1 1.8 81.8 4.8 
298 80.0 3.5 86.7 3.8 80.6 3.2 
303 80.4 0.5 87.4 2.0 81.5 4.1 
308 79.5 0.9 85.8 2.8 81.2 4.7 
313 80.2 1.6 86.5 2.5 78.8 5.5 
318 80.2 3.3 88.5 2.4 81.5 2.9 
328 80.2 1.9 86.8 2.8 79.1 2.8 
338 80.9 2.4 86.5 1.5 83.4 5.0 
348 80.2 1.4 86.8 1.9 83.4 2.8 
358 80.2 3.0 85.6 1.6 84.0 1.8 
368 80.9 2.4 86.5 1.4 83.4 5.4 
Notes to Table 16. 
a
Prediction parameters were: ctol=1.0 Å, ptol=2.5 Å, bmax=100 Å
2
 and dmax=3.5 Å, IDa 
clustering. 
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Table 17. The ratio of static/dynamic edges and waters from the hydration graphs of 2O9S 
 edges 
number of 
static edges 
number of 
dynamic 
edges 
water 
nodes 
number of static 
water nodes 
number of dynamic 
water nodes 
T 
(K) 
total  (%)  (%) total  (%)  (%) 
75 647 305 47.1 342 52.9 456 177 38.8 279 61.2 
368 1142 192 16.8 950 83.2 712 163 22.9 549 77.1 
 
 
Figure 20. Top: matches of predicted and experimental water positions on the surface of SH3 domain from ponsin (2O9S) 
at 75 and 368 K, respectively. Match distances are shown in Å for some of the matches for comparability. Bottom: the 
corresponding hydration network graphs produced from predicted water positions. The arrow points to a region around 
negatively charged amino acids D835 and E839 further discussed in Fig. 21. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf 
Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
A close up of a representative situation is shown in Fig. 21, where static water positions, 
3611, 3666 and 3674 connected to D835 and E839 and positioned in deep pockets were 
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reproduced at both temperatures, and the dynamic ones were found only at 368 K (Fig. 21). 
In the hydration graph produced on 75 K small separated sub-graphs can be observed. On 
368 K the number of sub-graphs was increased, densely interconnected by dynamic water 
nodes (3663 and 3729) located on flat surfaces.  
 
Figure 21. On 75 K fewer reference waters were matched than on 368 K, matches are depicted as blue and red spheres 
respectively. Residue numbers of reference waters are shown. 
4.4.3 Interface hydration 
In the cases of complex interfaces of systems 3RO3, 3U43, 4H9O a similar trend can be 
observed (Fig. 22, Table 18) as in the previous three cases of hydration of protein surfaces. 
On the same interval (T=75-368 K) the increment of average prediction SRs is significant. 
 
Figure. 22 The effect of simulation temperature on success rates of prediction of hydration structure of complex interface 
(system 4H9O). Each data point represents an average success rate value calculated from five simulations with different 
starting velocity distributions. Error bars denote standard deviations. 
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Table 18. Averaged SR values calculated from five simulations with different seeds for systems 2O9S, 2VB1 and 3RO3. 
 
3RO3 
 
3U43 
 
4H9O 
 T (K) Avg SR SD Avg SR SD Avg SR SD 
75 75.0 19.5 81.8 7.2 74.9 10.2 
100 84.0 11.4 80.0 6.1 79.4 5.5 
125 88.0 11.0 80.0 8.9 76.6 7.4 
150 90.0 0.0 78.2 3.8 81.1 6.6 
200 98.0 4.5 90.9 4.5 92.6 4.3 
228 93.3 7.0 94.5 5.9 92.0 6.2 
238 93.3 3.7 93.6 6.9 91.4 3.5 
248 93.3 3.7 90.9 4.5 96.0 2.6 
258 95.0 4.6 92.7 4.1 93.7 1.3 
268 93.3 3.7 94.5 5.0 93.1 5.2 
273 91.7 0.0 90.9 4.5 90.3 4.3 
278 89.6 4.2 94.5 5.0 92.0 2.4 
283 90.0 7.0 95.5 3.2 91.4 2.9 
288 93.3 7.0 97.3 4.1 93.1 6.6 
293 95.0 7.5 94.5 5.0 92.6 4.3 
298 93.3 3.7 93.2 2.6 92.6 5.9 
303 95.0 4.6 91.8 3.8 94.9 4.2 
308 95.0 4.6 90.0 5.9 92.0 5.5 
313 91.7 5.9 89.1 6.1 94.9 4.2 
318 90.0 3.7 93.6 2.5 94.9 1.3 
328 91.7 5.9 93.6 2.5 92.0 2.4 
338 93.3 3.7 94.5 2.0 94.3 3.5 
348 95.0 4.6 93.6 2.5 94.3 7.8 
358 90.0 3.7 93.6 5.2 90.9 3.7 
368 98.3 3.7 96.4 2.0 93.7 3.7 
Notes to Table 18 .
a
Prediction parameters were: ctol=1.0 Å, ptol=2.5 Å, bmax=100 Å
2
 and dmax=3.5 Å, IDa 
clustering. 
 
However, the standard deviation of SRs of the five simulations of interface predictions is 
generally larger than that of surface predictions (Table 16, 18). This can be explained by the 
small count of reference water positions in the interfaces, where mis-prediction of 1-2 
positions can cause large drop in the SR value. Even the largest complex (4H9O) have fewer 
reference positions than the smallest surface system (3NIR), 35 versus 65 (Table 3 and 9). 
Interestingly, the standard deviation of SR values of 3U43 predictions decreases with 
increasing temperature (Fig. 23). This trend means that high temperature is beneficial for 
reproducibility and robustness in the cases of interface predictions. 
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This diminution was not observed on surface predictions of 2O9S (Fig. 24). The differences in 
the above trends of surface and interface predictions can be explained by several factors. 
First of all, the faces of target and ligand solutes restrict water molecules in the narrow 
volume of the interface, and therefore, their translational and rotational freedoms are 
limited if compared to those of surface water molecules. There is also a moderate exchange 
between interface and bulk regions due to the close topography of the target-ligand 
interface. Thus, the overall mobility of interface water molecules is topologically restricted. 
At high temperatures, high water mobility overrides these restrictions, the interface will 
become accessible and a good ensemble of water positions are provided in each of the five 
trajectories piped into MobyWat clustering. Thus, the difference between the resulted SR 
values and its standard deviation will decrease. In the cases of surface hydration where such 
topological restrictions did not apply, water molecules can freely occupy hydration sites in all 
five trajectories and the increase of T will not correlate with standard deviation of SR. 
 
Figure 23. The effect of simulation temperature on the standard deviation of success rates of prediction of hydration 
structure of a complex interface (system 3U43). Each data point represents a standard deviation calculated from five 
simulations with different starting velocity distributions. 
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Figure 24. SD of averaged SR values of predictions done on system 2O9S. Each point represents SD of five runs with 
different initial velocity distributions. 
On the hydration graphs of complex interfaces, (Fig 25), while success rates are high in both 
cases (92% on 75 K and 100% on 368 K), differences can be observed in the hydration 
graphs. Extensive static subnets are formed at 75 K with five static of six total edges starting 
from central E82. The network is scattered to several subnets, and dynamic waters linking 
static regions to each other are missing. At 368 K, the situation changes, mostly dynamic 
links are formed around ligand residue E82, instead of the static one and the majority of the 
hydration network became dynamic. The high SRs of interface predictions and their relative 
immunity to temperature changes is a consequence of the use of the ligand molecule and 
duplicate steps (Fig. 8, Methods) in the prediction scheme. 
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Figure 25. Predicted water positions at 75 and 368 K matching to the crystallographic reference positions of system 
3RO3. The numbers correspond to residue numbers of waters in 3RO3. Static subnet around ligand residue E82 can be 
observed at 75 K (grey area). This core region turns into dynamic at 368 K, where dynamic waters surround fragmented 
static subnets.  
The above differences in the difference of SR-trends of surface and interface predictions can 
be explained by several factors. First of all, the faces of target and ligand solutes restrict 
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water molecules in the narrow volume of the interface, and therefore, their translational 
and rotational freedoms are limited if compared to those of surface water molecules. There 
is also a moderate exchange between interface and bulk regions due to the close topography 
of the target-ligand interface. Thus, the overall mobility of interface water molecules is 
topologically restricted. This results in a decrease of T-dependence of the mobility of water 
molecules unlike the cases of surface hydration where such topological restrictions did not 
apply (previous Section) and useful and antagonistic effects of high Ts could be observed.  
4.4.4 Force field 
The selection of force field/water model combination can also affect the prediction quality. 
Besides Amber99SB-ILDN/TIP3P force field-water model combination used in previous 
MobyWat[120] predictions, three other water models TIP4P, TIP4P-Ew, and TIP5P were also 
investigated in the present study. In the four-point TIP4P[78] and TIP4P-Ew[81] models, a 
virtual site with a negative charge was added along the bisector of the H-O-H angle to 
improve the electrostatic distribution around the molecule. The five site model, TIP5P[80] 
has two dummy atoms representing the lone pairs of the oxygen System 4H9O, with its 
extensive interface network was calculated with the aforementioned five force field/water 
model combinations at a constant 300 K temperature concluded in the previous sections. 
The five-point TIP5P model gave the best success rate (Table 19), nevertheless the 
differences between the simulations are marginal. The reproduction of the experimental 
hydration layer with different initial velocities was successful regardless of the combination 
with low error (Table 19). The OPLS-AA/TIP4P combination also performed well, reinforcing 
our previous results[120]. Mobility-based prediction shows little dependence from force 
field/water model combination at room temperature. 
Table 19. Effect of different force field/water model combinations on interface prediction. 
Force field Water model Mean SR(%)
a
 
Amber99SB-ILDN TIP3P 92.6±5.6 
Amber99SB-ILDN TIP4P 93.7±4.7 
Amber99SB-ILDN TIP4P-Ew 92.6±3.3 
Amber99SB-ILDN TIP5P 96.5±4.7 
OPLS TIP4P 93.7±3.1 
Notes to Table 19: 
a
Prediction parameters were: ctol=1.0 Å, ptol=2.5 Å, bmax=100 Å
2
 and dmax=3.5 Å, IDa 
clustering. 
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Comparison of TIP3P and TIP5P water models was also performed on an extended 
temperature scale of 75-368 K in combination with the Amber99SB-ILDN force field in both 
cases. In the interval of 75 and 268 K SRs calculated with TIP5P are lower than SRs with TIP3P 
(Fig 26.). While increments in SR are observable in both cases, SR of TIP5P calculations 
continues growing after 200 K, whereas growth in TIP3P stops until 268 K. SRs by the two 
models become indistinguishable after 268 K. The observed difference at low temperature 
regions is understandable considering that the mobility of TIP3P[72] water is higher than 
that of TIP5P[68] and is also reflected by the relatively low melting temperature of TIP3P.  
 
Figure 26. The effect of explicit water model on success rates of prediction of hydration structure of protein surface 
(system 2O9S). Each data point represents an average success rate value calculated from five simulations with different 
initial velocity distributions. Error bars denote standard deviations. 
4.4.5 Ensemble type 
After assessing different temperature, pressure and force field/water model combinations, 
calculations were performed with different MD ensemble aside from the NPT ensemble, 
where the temperature are coupled to an external heat bath and pressure is kept constant. 
Simulations are often performed under the NVT (or canonical) ensemble, where the volume 
is kept constant instead of using pressure. The results are presented in Table 20, showing 
that predictions on the SF systems are not influenced by the type of the ensemble, as the 
differences in SR are marginal. However, IF predictions do show differences, since NVT gave 
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better reproduction of interface hydration. While NPT calculations could reproduce the 
93.1% of experimental positions, NVT found in almost all waters, the SR was 97.7%. 
Table 20. SR values of calculations with different ensembles 
system SR
 a
 NVT ensemble 
 
seed1 seed2 seed3 seed4 seed5 Avg SD 
2O9S 83.3 77.8 75.9 77.8 81.5 78.7 3.2 
3NIR 81.5 83.1 80.0 81.5 81.5 81.5 1.3 
4H9O 100.0 100.0 94.3 100.0 94.3 98.6 2.9 
  
NPT ensemble  
2O9S 82.4 81.5 75.9 76.9 83.3 79.2 3.3 
3NIR 86.2 81.5 86.2 81.5 81.5 83.8 2.7 
4H9O 85.7 97.1 91.4 97.143 94.3 92.9 5.5 
Notes to Table 20. 
a
Prediction parameters were: ctol=1.0 Å, ptol=2.5 Å, bmax=100 Å
2
 and dmax=3.5 Å, IDa 
clustering. 
4.4.6 Pressure 
Aside from data collection temperatures, pressure can vary in x-ray experiments too. The 
structure of lysozyme was solved on several pressures with high pressure protein 
crystallography (HPPX, Table 21).[154] The internal cavity volumes are compressed, 
implicating changes in the hydration network on the surfaces.[154] Surprisingly, SR shows a 
strong anti-correlation with simulation pressure (Fig 27., r2=0.9284). 
Table 21. Hen egg white lysozyme structures solved on different pressure. 
PDB 
code 
System Resolution 
(Å) 
Data 
collection 
p (MPa) 
No. of 
waters 
4WLD Hen egg white lysozyme 1.54 0.1 93 
4WLT Hen egg white lysozyme 1.60 190 109 
4WLX Hen egg white lysozyme 1.60 280 117 
4WLY Hen egg white lysozyme 1.62 380 127 
4WM1 Hen egg white lysozyme 1.60 500 129 
4WM2 Hen egg white lysozyme 1.60 600 135 
4WM3 Hen egg white lysozyme 1.55 710 137 
4WM4 Hen egg white lysozyme 1.60 800 144 
4WM5 Hen egg white lysozyme 1.60 890 151 
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Figure 27. The effect of simulation pressure on success rates of prediction of hydration structure of protein surfaces of 
lysozymes (Table 23). Each data point represents an average success rate value calculated from five simulations with 
different seeds. Error bars denote standard deviations. 
The number of water positions determined in crystal structures is increasing with pressure. 
At high pressures, waters appear on hydrophobic surfaces, and intrude into previously 
unfilled cavities. SR is still decent on the highest pressure, 890 MPa (82%), but finding waters 
deep in the protein structure is harder than those that are situated on the surface.  
Aside from temperature, pressure also influences the self-diffusion of water.[155, 156] The 
translational mobility of water decreases with increasing pressure at  300 K or higher. In the 
temperature range 300 K > T >220 K, mobility increases by initial compression. Isotherm on 
243 K show increase in D by a factor of 1.6 between 0.1 and 150 MPa. Our calculations were 
done on 300 K, and SRs obtained on this temperature reflects the decreasing mobility of 
waters with increasing pressure. While the maximum pressure applied in these experiments 
is 300 MPa, 590 MPa lower than the data collecting pressure of 4WM5, their observations 
can explain the behaviour of waters in simulations.  
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5. Conclusions 
Molecular dynamics has become an indispensable tool of prediction of the structure of 
proteins and protein-ligand complexes[94, 157]. However, there are only a few MD-based 
methods for the prediction of hydration structure using explicit simulation of water contacts. 
Here, we presented MobyWat, a freely available program validated and tested on more than 
1800 experimental water positions in 20 different protein surfaces and 31 complex 
interfaces. 
The prediction process of MobyWat aims at finding the least mobile (most occupied) points 
of the hydration structure. MobyWat performs predictions from mobility information 
derived from MD trajectories, two predictive approaches were implemented and tested. The 
first approach, POS clustering uses only spatial information (coordinates) for a candidate 
water position. This can be done for example by averaging trajectory frames and producing 
solvent densities[105] or by clustering water molecules along the trajectory and counting 
frequencies of their occurrence in candidate positions. The second approach, IDa and IDe 
clustering was based on identification records of water molecules rather than spatial 
positions, and by the combination of spatial and ID-based approaches a merged list can be 
created too. Prediction parameters, clustering and prediction tolerances, were  calibrated to 
achieve better reproduction of hydration sites on protein surfaces. More than 80% of 
experimental water positions are reproduced. On average, the identity-based predictions 
provided higher success rate values than positional and merged algorithms. This is probably 
a consequence of the position-independent philosophy of the identity-based algorithms. 
When compared to the algorithm published before[105], better reproduction of 
experimental structure was achieved. 
The adequate length of MD runs was also in question. Contrary to structural simulations that 
can take several hundred ns, for example folding processes of protein domains, valid 
predictions do not require trajectories from long MD runs. The typical lifetime of a hydrogen 
bond is a few ps only, virtually independent of the environment[158]. Consequently, due to 
rapid exchange and equilibration of water positions relatively short simulations (e.g. 1-10 ns) 
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with regular saving (a total of 1000-10000 frames) of coordinates are suffice. Thus, with a 
moderate computational effort valid predictions can be achieved. 
MD trajectories produced for the same system may differ substantially from each-
other.[120] Therefore, calculations were reproduced with different initial velocity 
distributions. The standard deviations in SR are found to be small compared to mean values 
for all systems, and MD sampling is therefore shown to be reproducible in terms of SR.  
Limitations of mobility-based predictions were also investigated via an analysis of non-
matched water positions of eight protein surface systems. The analysis identified the 
location of waters above shallow protein sites and/or far from the surface to be a limiting 
factor in a few cases. Further work is on the way to overcome such limitations, using a 
relative coordinate definition and testing combined MD sampling schemes. 
Three methods were developed to determine the hydration structure of complex interfaces. 
It was demonstrated that omitting the ligand from calculation worsen prediction; using the 
ligand only to exclude conflicting water molecules leads to low quality predictions. Methods 
introducing the ligand in MD calculations fared much better: the reproduction of 
experimental structure had  higher success rates, also significantly better reproducibility was 
possible. Applying a dynamic method for prediction, accounting for explicit water-water 
interactions and the cooperativity between solvent gave better results than static 
approaches. 
Hydration structures determined with M3 provided hydration structures of interfaces 
between proteins and peptides with high accuracy and reproducibility allowing construction 
of their complete network graphs. Based on the graphs and node mobility values from M3, 
an approach was introduced for characterization of interfacial hydration networks via their 
decomposition into static and dynamic subnets. It was found that static subnets consisting of 
nodes of low (50) mobility appear at buried sites and around highly charged ligand 
moieties. Static subnets usually have a high density of edges and they can dominate small 
hydration networks. They can also form the cores of interfacial hydration networks of large 
protein-protein complexes and are often essential for strongly linking of the partners. 
Bioisosteric hotspots can be captured with network analysis, impacted waters with low 
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mobility, forming four hydrogen bonds between the solutes, are possible candidates such 
modifications. 
For extended interfaces with several interacting water molecules, the presence of dynamic 
subnets becomes considerable. Dynamic subnets connect water and solute nodes at even 
large topological distances and provide access channels between the static and bulk regions. 
Our results on exploration and characterization of interfacial hydration networks are 
implemented in a standalone, open source software tool, which can be used for prediction 
of structure and stability of biomolecular complexes and engineering of new ligands. 
Further development and investigations are underway. The influence of MD parameters 
(simulation temperature and pressure, force field and water model combinations) on 
prediction are currently examined. In the future, we would like to expand the method to 
predict hydration structure around nucleic acids, and to calculate energetics. Deeper analysis 
of hydration networks is planned too. 
Mobility is often considered as a disturbing property hampering experimental determination 
of positions of water molecules on protein surfaces. In the present study, it was shown that 
mobility can be utilized as an information source for prediction of hydration structure. If 
experimental determination of water structure is not available or incomplete, MobyWat can 
offer an alternative solution. 
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6. Methods 
6.1 Preparation of simulation boxes 
Prior calculations (energy minimization and MD) solute structures were treated with the 
following protocol. As a first step, hydrogens were added to the solute and it was placed in a 
dodecahedral box with 10 Å (=1 nm) spacing specified from the solute. This box was filled up 
with three-point TIP3P[78] water molecules and the Amber99sb-ILDN[159] force field was 
applied. Two systems, 2O9S and 4H9O were  simulated with different force field/water 
models combinations, with the latter Amber99sb-ILDN combined with TIP4P, TIP4P-Ew and 
TIP5P models, and with the OPLS[160, 161]/TIP4P combination. Counterions (Na+ or Cl-) 
were added to achieve net zero charge if it was necessary. 
6.2 Energy minimization 
A uniform procedure was applied for molecular mechanics energy-minimization in all cases 
prior to the MD steps. In the first step a steepest descent (sd) optimization was carried out, 
with convergence threshold set to 103 kJmol-1nm-1. This was followed by a conjugate 
gradient (cg) calculation, where the convergence threshold was set 10 kJmol-1nm-1. Position 
restraints were applied on solute heavy atoms at a force constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2 in both 
steps. Distance restraints were applied between structural ions and coordinating amino acid 
residues at a force constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2 in the cases of systems 2H2D, 2H2H, 2H2G, 
3QL9, 3U43. All calculations were performed with programs of the GROMACS software 
package[121], using the AMBER99SB-ILDN force field.[159] During the M3 protocol, the 
above energy-minimization was performed twice (Fig. 9). That is, once for the target and 
once for the re-assembled target-ligand complex. Before network analyses, a 4-step protocol 
was applied for energy minimization of predicted water positions following an sd-cg-sd-cg 
pattern with parameters of sd and cg methods described above. During the first two steps, 
all solute heavy atoms and the oxygen of the predicted interfacial water molecules were 
position restrained and bulk waters and ions were released. In the last two steps, position 
restraints were not applied on predicted waters, only solute heavy atoms were position 
restrained. 
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6.3 Molecular dynamics 
After energy-minimization, 1-ns-long MD simulations were carried out with a time step of 2 
fs. For temperature-coupling the velocity rescale algorithm[162] was used. Solute and 
solvent were coupled separately with a coupling time constant of 0.1 ps. All systems were 
simulated on 300 K. 2O9S, 2VB1, 3NIR, 3RO3, 3U43 and 4H9O, calculations were reproduced 
on a wide temperature range (75, 100, 150, 200, 228, 238, 248, 258, 268, 273, 278, 278, 283, 
288, 293, 298, 303, 308, 313, 318, 328, 338, 348, 358 and 368 K). 
In NPT calculations, pressure was coupled the Parrinello-Rahman algorithm[163-165] with a 
coupling time constant of 0.5 ps, compressibility of 4.510-5 bar-1 and reference pressure of 
1 bar. Particle Mesh-Ewald summation was used for long range electrostatics. Van der Waals 
and Coulomb interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. Coordinates were saved at regular time-
intervals of 1 ps yielding 1.001×103 frames. Position and distance restraints were applied as 
described in Section energy-minimization. After MD, all frames were extracted from the 
trajectory. Periodic boundary conditions were treated before analysis to make the solute 
whole and recover hydrated solute structures centered in the box. Each frame was fit to the 
original protein crystal structure using Cα atoms. A detailed description of this procedure can 
be found in the Appendix. The final trajectory including all atomic coordinates of all frames 
were  saved as portable binary files and used for subsequent calculation of hydration 
structure. During the M3 protocol, the above MD simulation was performed twice (Section 
6.5.2). That is, once for the target and once for the re-assembled target-ligand complex. 
During reproducibility tests (Fig. 11), MD simulations were performed in triplicate using 
three different sets of initial velocities. In the case of M3, triplicate MD simulations were also 
performed both for the target and for the re-assembled target-ligand complex. Calculations  
concerning the effect of simulation temperature, pressure and force field-water model 
combinations were reproduced five times. 
6.4 Parameters of non-standard residues 
For non-standard (non-amino-acid) residues of atazanavir (2O4K), phosphotyrosine (1JYR), 
acetyl-lysine (2H2D, 2H2G, 2H2H), 2S-2-aminopropan-1-ol (3QGJ), trimethylated lysine 
(3QL9) molecular mechanics force field parameters were obtained from the GAFF force 
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field.[166] The Lewis structure of these residues can be found in Table 22. The non-standard 
residue was first capped on both terminals, with acetyl and N-methyl groups and pre-
minimized with PC Model 9[167] using MMFF94 force field.[168] Subsequently, semi-
empirical quantum mechanics optimization was performed with MOPAC-2009[169] using 
the PM6 parameterization.[170] Then, the completely minimized molecule was uploaded to 
RED server[171] to perform ab initio geometry optimization to obtain partial charges by 
RESP-A1B charge fitting (compatible with the AMBER99SB-ILDN force field). The calculations 
were performed with the Gaussian09 software[172], using HF/6-31G* split valence basis 
set.[173] The caps on the termini were excluded from charge derivation, charge restraints 
were applied on these atoms. Normal mode analysis was performed using GAMESS[174] to 
ensure that the final geometry is in energy minimum. Bond stretching, angle bending and 
torsional parameters were assigned with the parmchk utility of AmberTools 1.5 program 
package[175] and used together with the partial charges to build GROMACS residue 
topology entries for the non-standard residues. 
Table 22. Non-amino-acid residues 
Residue name (code) Lewis structure 
heme 
 
S-2-aminopropan-1-ol (2a1) 
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Acetyl-lysine (Aly) 
 
Atazanavir 
 
Trimethylated lysin (M3l) 
 
Phosphotyrosine (Ptr) 
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6.5 Prediction protocols 
6.5.1 Detailed description of surface prediction 
 
 
1 Preparation of a simulation box 
The preparation of the box, and the other MD steps were carried out with Gromacs 5.[98] As 
a first step, hydrogens were added to the target molecule (target.pdb) and it was placed in a 
box and the box is filled up with water molecules. Coordinates of the box are stored in a file 
named b4em.gro. TIP3P water model, Amber99sb-ILDN force field and a dodecahedral box 
with 10 Å (=1 nm) spacing specified from the solute were used. 
gmx pdb2gmx -water tip3p -ff amber99sb-ildn -ignh -f target.pdb 
gmx editconf -o -d 1 -bt dodecahedron -f conf.gro 
gmx solvate -cp out -cs -o b4em -p topol 
If the target has non-zero net charge neutrality of the system has to be set achieved by 
adding positive (Na+) or negative (Cl-) ions to the box, as PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) 
summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
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gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o em -p topol 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -pname NA -neutral 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -nname CL -neutral 
2 Energy-minimization of the system and producing the trajectory file 
Before launching productive MD calculations  energy minimize must be performed on the 
content of the box. Here, commands of a two-step minimization are shown including 
steepest descent and a conjugated gradient runs. Minimizations are performed by the 
gmx_d mdrun (double precision executable) program and the binary inputs are produced by 
grompp. Note that –c ion_b4em can be specified instead of –c b4em if you have added 
neutralizing ions to your box. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy 
atoms with force constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2 in both minimization steps. Position restraints 
must be defined in both mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology 
file ("posre.itp" generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your 
system contains coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance 
restraints between the ion and the coordinating residues is needed to maintain proper 
geometry. PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. 
gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o st -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s st -o st -c after_st -g st 
gmx grompp -v -f cg -c after_st -o cg -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s cg -o cg -c after_cg -g cg 
Final inputs are produced from the energy minimized system after_cg and MD calculation 
can be launched using mdrun. Trajectory of the system is stored in an md.trr file specified at 
switch –o. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy atoms with force 
constant  of 103 kJmol-1nm-2 during MD simulation. Position restraints must be defined in the 
mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology file ("posre.itp" 
generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your system contains 
coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance restraints between the 
ion and the coordinating residues is needed to maintain proper geometry. PME (Particle 
Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range electrostatics. Van der Waals and Coulomb 
interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. For temperature-coupling the velocity rescale algorithm 
was used. Solute and solvent were coupled separately with a reference temperature of 300 
K and a coupling time constant of 0.1 ps. Pressure was coupled using the Parrinello-Rahman 
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algorithm with a coupling time constant of 0.5 ps, compressibility of 4.510-5 bar-1 and 
reference pressure of 1 bar. 
gmx grompp -f md -o md -c after_cg -r after_cg -p topol.top -maxwarn 1 
gmx mdrun -v -s md -e md -o md -c after_md -g md.log 
3 Preparation of the trajectory for prediction 
Once you have your trajectory in an md.trr file fast conversions are recommended using 
trjconv. Such conversions handle periodic boundary effects, center the system in the box and 
fit target molecules in subsequent frames on the top of the first frame. 
First, you will need to fit your trajectory onto the initial structure with waters using the 
confrms. utility of Gromacs. The following command specifies multi-frame fit using CA atoms 
of the protein backbone. 
gmx confrms -one -f1 target.pdb -f2 md.tpr -o fit.pdb <<EOF 
3 
3 
EOF 
A chain ID “A”can be added using editconf. 
gmx editconf -label A -f fit.pdb -o fit.pdb 
 
gmx trjconv -f md.trr -s md.tpr -o pbc_1.xtc -pbc whole <<EOF 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_1.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_2.xtc -pbc cluster <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_2.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_3.xtc -center -pbc mol -ur 
compact <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system.xtc -fit progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
In the last command line, instead of –o system.xtc, a switch –o system_mdl.pdb or –sep –o 
system_.pdb can be specified for an NMR-type PDB file or separate PDB files, respectively. A 
topology file system_tpy.pdb can be easily produced for MobyWat by trjconv. 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system_tpy.pdb -b 0 -e 0 -fit 
progressive <<EOF 
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3 
0 
EOF 
The system.xtc (or the corresponding pdb files) and system_tpy.pdb can be used as input for 
MobyWat. 
4 MobyWat prediction on the target 
As there are 1001 frames, and the chain ID of the target is A, MobyWat should be launched 
with the following command: 
mobywat -m Prediction -f system.xtc -tpy system_tpy.pdb -t [A] -w Auto -n 
0-1000 -ctol 1.5 -ptol 2.5 -dmax 5 -cls IDa 
Clustering tolerance was set to 1.5 Å, prediction tolerance 2.5 Å. IDa clustering was used 
with dmax = 5 Å. The prediction list of the whole surface is in the O_system_prIDa.pdb file. 
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6.5.2 Detailed description of interface prediction Method 3. 
 
 
Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
1 Preparation of a simulation box 
The preparation of the box, and the other MD steps were carried out with Gromacs 5.[98] As 
a first step, hydrogens were added to the target molecule (target.pdb) from the holo 
structure (holo.pdb) and it was placed in a box and the box is filled up with water molecules. 
Coordinates of the box are stored in a file named b4em.gro. TIP3P water model, Amber99sb-
ILDN force field and a dodecahedral box with 10 Å (=1 nm) spacing specified from the solute 
were used. 
gmx pdb2gmx -water tip3p -ff amber99sb-ildn -ignh -f target.pdb 
gmx editconf -o -d 1 -bt dodecahedron -f conf.gro 
gmx solvate -cp out -cs -o b4em -p topol 
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If the target has non-zero net charge Neutrality of the system has to be set achieved by 
adding positive (Na+) or negative (Cl-) ions to the box, as PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) 
summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o em -p topol 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -pname NA -neutral 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -nname CL -neutral 
2 Energy-minimization of the system and producing the trajectory file 
Before launching productive MD calculations  energy minimize must be performed on the 
content of the box. Here, commands of a two step minimization are shown including 
steepest descent and a conjugated gradient runs. Minimizations are performed by the 
gmx_d mdrun (double precision executable) program and the binary inputs are produced by 
grompp. Note, that –c ion_b4em can be specified instead of –c b4em if you have added 
neutralizing ions to your box. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy 
atoms with force constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2 in both minimization steps. Position restraints 
must be defined in both mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology 
file ("posre.itp" generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your 
system contains coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance 
restraints between the ion and the coordinating residues is needed  to maintain proper 
geometry. PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. 
gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o st -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s st -o st -c after_st -g st 
gmx grompp -v -f cg -c after_st -o cg -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s cg -o cg -c after_cg -g cg 
Final inputs are produced from the energy minimized system after_cg and MD calculation 
can be launched using mdrun. Trajectory of the system is stored in an md.trr file specified at 
switch –o. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy atoms with force 
constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2 during MD simulation. Position restraints must be defined in the 
mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology file ("posre.itp" 
generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your system contains 
coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance restraints between the 
ion and the coordinating residues is needed to maintain proper geometry. PME (Particle 
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Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range electrostatics. Van der Waals and Coulomb 
interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. For temperature-coupling the velocity rescale algorithm 
was used. Solute and solvent were coupled separately with a reference temperature of 300 
K and a coupling time constant of 0.1 ps. Pressure was coupled the Parrinello-Rahman 
algorithm with a coupling time constant of 0.5 ps, compressibility of 4.510-5 bar-1 and 
reference pressure of 1 bar. 
gmx grompp -f md -o md -c after_cg -r after_cg -p topol.top -maxwarn 1 
gmx mdrun -v -s md -e md -o md -c after_md -g md.log 
3 Preparation of the trajectory for prediction 
Once you have your trajectory in an md.trr file fast conversions are recommended using 
trjconv. Such conversions handle periodic boundary effects, center the system in the box and 
fit target molecules in subsequent frames on the top of the first frame. 
First, you will need to fit your trajectory onto the initial structure with waters using the 
confrms. utility of Gromacs. The following command specifies multi-frame fit using CA atoms 
of the protein backbone. 
gmx confrms -one -f1 target.pdb -f2 md.tpr -o fit.pdb <<EOF 
3 
3 
EOF 
A chain ID “A”can be added using editconf. 
gmx editconf -label A -f fit.pdb -o fit.pdb 
gmx trjconv -f md.trr -s md.tpr -o pbc_1.xtc -pbc whole <<EOF 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_1.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_2.xtc -pbc cluster <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_2.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_3.xtc -center -pbc mol -ur 
compact <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system.xtc -fit progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
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In the last command line, instead of –o system.xtc, a switch –o system_mdl.pdb or –sep –o 
system_.pdb can be specified for an NMR-type PDB file or separate PDB files, respectively. A 
topology file system_tpy.pdb can be easily produced for MobyWat by trjconv. 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system_tpy.pdb -b 0 -e 0 -fit 
progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
The system.xtc (or the corresponding pdb files) and system_tpy.pdb can be used as input for 
MobyWat. 
4 MobyWat prediction on the target 
As there are 1001 frames, and the chain ID of the target is A, MobyWat should be launched 
with the following command: 
mobywat -m Prediction -f system.xtc -tpy system_tpy.pdb -t [A] -w Auto -n 
0-1000 -ctol 1.5 -ptol 2.5 -dmax 5 -cls IDa 
Clustering tolerance was set to 1.5 Å, prediction tolerance 2.5 Å. IDa clustering was used 
with dmax = 5 Å. The prediction list of the whole surface is in the O_system_prIDa.pdb file. 
5 Re-assembly of the complex 
Using the editing mode of MobyWat, candidate interface waters will be selected in the next 
step. First, the target, the ligand (ligand.pdb from the holo structure, complex.pdb), and the 
prediction list should be concatenated: 
cat target.pdb ligand.pdb O_system_prIDa.pdb > complex.pdb 
6 Soaking the complex and selecting and candidate interface waters 
Water molecules conflicting with the ligand structure are excluded using the Editing mode of 
MobyWat at a minimum distance limit (dmin) of 1.75 Å prior the second MD simulation. 
Assuming that the chain ID of the target is A and the chain ID of the ligand is B, MobyWat 
should be launched with the following command: 
mobywat -m Editing -f complex.pdb -l [B] -t [A] -w Auto -dmax 3.5 -dmin 
1.75 
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The resulting O_complex_dtd.pdb file contains the complex with the interface waters in the 
3.5 Å vicinity of both target and ligand, omitting waters overlapping with the ligand. 
7 Preparation of the simulation box, energy-minimization of the system and 
producing the trajectory file 
Hydrogens were added to the solvated interface complex (O_complex_dtd.pdb) and it was 
placed in a box and the box is filled up with water molecules. Coordinates of the box are 
stored in a file named b4em.gro. TIP3P water model, Amber99sb-ILDN force field and a 
dodecahedral box with 10 Å (=1 nm) spacing specified from the solute were used. 
gmx pdb2gmx -water tip3p -ff amber99sb-ildn -ignh -f system.pdb 
gmx editconf -o -d 1 -bt dodecahedron -f conf.gro 
gmx solvate -cp out -cs -o b4em -p topol 
If the target has non-zero net charge Neutrality of the system has to be set achieved by 
adding positive (Na+) or negative (Cl-) ions to the box, as PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) 
summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o em -p topol 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -pname NA -neutral 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -nname CL -neutral 
8 Energy-minimization of the system and producing the trajectory file 
Before launching productive MD calculations to energy minimize must be performed on the 
content of the box. Here, commands of a two step minimization are shown including 
steepest descent and a conjugated gradient runs. Minimizations are performed by the 
gmx_d mdrun (double precision executable) program and the binary inputs are produced by 
grompp. Note, that –c ion_b4em can be specified instead of –c b4em if you have added 
neutralizing ions to your box. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy 
atoms with force constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2 in both minimization steps. Position restraints 
must be defined in both mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology 
file ("posre.itp" generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your 
system contains coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance 
restraints between the ion and the coordinating residues is needed to maintain proper 
geometry. PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range electrostatics.. 
Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. 
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gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o st -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s st -o st -c after_st -g st 
gmx grompp -v -f cg -c after_st -o cg -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s cg -o cg -c after_cg -g cg 
Final inputs are produced from the energy minimized system after_cg and MD calculation 
can be launched using mdrun. Trajectory of the system is stored in an md.trr file specified at 
switch –o. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy atoms with force 
constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2 during MD simulation. Position restraints must be defined in the 
mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology file ("posre.itp" 
generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your system contains 
coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance restraints between the 
ion and the coordinating residues is needed  to maintain proper geometry. PME (Particle 
Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range electrostatics. Van der Waals and Coulomb 
interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. For temperature-coupling the velocity rescale algorithm 
was used. Solute and solvent were coupled separately with a reference temperature of 300 
K and a coupling time constant of 0.1 ps. Pressure was coupled the Parrinello-Rahman 
algorithm with a coupling time constant of 0.5 ps, compressibility of 4.5(10-5 bar-1 and 
reference pressure of 1 bar. 
gmx grompp -f md -o md -c after_cg -r after_cg -p topol.top -maxwarn 1 
gmx mdrun -v -s md -e md -o md -c after_md -g md.log 
9 Preparation of the trajectory for prediction 
Once you have your trajectory in an md.trr file fast conversions are recommended using 
trjconv. Such conversions handle periodic boundary effects, center the system in the box and 
fit target molecules in subsequent frames on the top of the first frame. 
First, you will need to fit your trajectory onto the initial structure with waters using the 
confrms. utility of Gromacs. The following command specifies multi-frame fit using CA atoms 
of the protein backbone. 
gmx confrms -one -f1 complex.pdb -f2 md.tpr -o fit.pdb <<EOF 
3 
3 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f md.trr -s md.tpr -o pbc_1.xtc -pbc whole <<EOF 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_1.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_2.xtc -pbc cluster <<EOF 
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1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_2.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_3.xtc -center -pbc mol -ur 
compact <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system.xtc -fit progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
In the last command line, instead of –o system.xtc, a switch –o system_mdl.pdb or –sep –o 
system_.pdb can be specified for an NMR-type PDB file or separate PDB files, respectively. A 
topology file system_tpy.pdb can be easily produced for MobyWat by trjconv. 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system_tpy.pdb -b 0 -e 0 -fit 
progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
The system.xtc (or the corresponding pdb files) and system_tpy.pdb can be used as input for 
MobyWat. 
10 MobyWat prediction on the complex 
As there are 1001 frames, and the chain ID of the target is A, and the chain of the ligand is B, 
MobyWat should be launched with the following command: 
mobywat -m Prediction -f system.xtc -tpy system_tpy.pdb -t [A] -l [B] -w 
Auto -n 0-1000 -ctol 1 -ptol 2.5 -dmax 3.5 -cls IDa 
Clustering tolerance was set to 1 Å, prediction tolerance 2.5 Å. IDa clustering was used with 
dmax = 3.5 Å. The prediction list is in the O_system_prIDa.pdb file. 
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9. Summary 
Water molecules fulfil a crucial role in the formation of the structure of biological 
macromolecules such as proteins. Water is also an important constituent of complexes of 
proteins formed with small ligands like peptides or drugs. Proper description of target-ligand 
binding mechanism is not possible without the knowledge of interfacial water molecules. 
Although the importance of water in structural biology is well understood, the 
determination of their position in atomic structures of protein remains a very challenging 
task. Structures produced by homology modelling or solved with Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy usually lack explicit waters. X-ray crystallography is able to 
localize solvents in structures, but inaccuracies in experiments hinders the determination. It 
poses a serious problem to theoretical approaches as they become more and more 
widespread. In many cases they work with approximations, especially the ones working with 
implicit solvent models. As a consequence, the accuracy of structural and energetical 
calculations is not always satisfactory. 
To overcome the above problems, we developed a novel method based on molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations at the atomic level, with explicit consideration of water 
molecules. Our method can predict the hydration structure based on the mobility of solvent 
molecules. The algorithm was validated on experimental hydration structures of proteins 
and protein-peptide complex systems, including systems of pharmacological and epigenetic 
significance. The predicted structures are in solid  agreement with the experiments. 
Interaction network topology of several systems were explored with our method, uncovering 
cooperativity between water molecules and distinguishing between static and dynamic 
regions. It was found that extended static regions in biomolecular complex interactions 
networks are the foundations of stability. 
Our methods were implemented in the software MobyWat, released under the GNU General 
Public License, freely accessible with full documentation at www.mobywat.com. 
This thesis is  based on two publications in this subject[1, 2], permission from publishers to 
reproduce text and figures are attached to the thesis before the DOI page.  
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10. Összefoglaló (Summary in Hungarian) 
A vízmolekulák fontos szerepet töltenek be biológiai makromolekulák, különösen a fehérjék 
térszerkezetének kialakításában, és kismolekulákkal (peptidekkel, gyógyszerjelöltekkel) 
képzett komplexeik struktúrájának létrejöttében is. A célfehérje–ligandum kötődés pontos 
leírásához is szükséges a kötési felszínen elhelyezkedő vízmolekulák helyzetének ismerete. 
Jóllehet a vizek fontossága a szerkezeti biológiában jól ismert, azok helyzetének 
meghatározása a fehérje szerkezetben mindmáig komoly feladat. Modellezéssel, vagy NMR 
spektroszkópiával előállított struktúrák esetében az explicit vízmolekulák gyakran 
hiányoznak, illetve röntgenkrisztallográfiás mérés esetében helyzetük nem minden esetben 
határozható meg kellő pontossággal. A probléma komoly feladat elé állítja az egyre 
elterjedtebben alkalmazott elméleti, számítógépes kémiai predikciós módszereket is. Sok 
esetben nagy elhanyagolásokkal dolgoznak, különösen az oldószerhatást implicit módon 
figyelembe vevő modellek. Ennek következménye, hogy szerkezeti, illetve energetikai 
számítások pontossága nem minden esetben megfelelő. A felsorolt problémák megoldására 
molekuláris dinamikai szimulációkon alapuló módszert fejlesztünk ki, vizek atomi szintű, 
explicit figyelembevételével. Módszerünk a vizek mobilitása alapján képes a hidrátszerkezet 
meghatározására. Metodikánkat ismert fehérjeszerkezetekre és fehérje-peptid rendszerek, 
közöttük gyógyszerkémiai és epigenetikai szempontból fontos struktúrák kristályvizeire 
validáltuk. Jó egyezéseket kapunk a kísérletesen meghatározott hidrátszerkezetekkel, mind 
fehérjék, mind komplexeik esetében. Módszerünk segítségével sikerült feltérképezni fehérje-
ligandum interfészek vízhálózatának topológiáját is. Feltártuk a vizek közötti kooperáció 
szerepét és a statikus-dinamikus régiók elkülönítésének a fontosságát is. Bemutattuk, hogy 
biomolekuláris komplexek kölcsönhatási hálózatában a kiterjedt statikus régiók megléte a 
stabilitás egyik sarokköve.  
Módszerünket a Mobywat programban tettük hozzáférhetővé. A szoftver ingyenes, nyílt 
forráskódú, szabadon hozzáférhető a GNU Általános Nyilvános Licenc alatt. Teljes 
dokumentációval együtt a www.mobywat.com weboldalon érhető el. 
A tézis két, a témában megjelent publikáció átdolgozása[1, 2], a kiadók hozzájáruló 
nyilatkozata a szöveg és az ábrák újraközlésére a dolgozat végén, a DOI lap előtt található. 
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11. Appendix 
11.1 Average SR matrices 
1.IDa prediction at dmax=3.5 Å. 
 
  p-tol (Å)     
c-tol (Å)  2.50  3.00  3.50  4.00  4.50  5.00 
0.50  74.32 62.87 47.88 36.30 29.47 26.42 
1.00  78.51 65.40 51.69 43.25 37.33 27.75 
1.50  75.87 65.36 51.50 40.60 32.40 25.41 
2.00  74.25 63.82 52.79 40.66 34.48 26.63 
2.50  75.92 61.99 50.60 43.57 35.61 28.87 
3.00  73.19 58.39 44.73 38.60 30.25 24.04 
3.50  72.48 56.96 45.92 36.31 29.39 24.69 
4.00  73.51 56.00 42.96 36.04 29.14 24.60 
4.50  68.64 54.92 39.93 28.63 25.49 21.10 
5.00  68.18 53.00 38.01 31.11 23.88 20.02 
 
2.IDe prediction at dmax=3.5 Å. 
 
  p-tol (Å)     
c-tol (Å)  2.50  3.00  3.50  4.00  4.50  5.00 
0.50  73.55 61.64 46.52 38.03 30.21 26.24 
1.00  76.42 63.79 51.59 42.78 36.08 27.71 
1.50  76.48 64.48 51.25 40.71 32.26 25.15 
2.00  75.88 61.96 51.50 39.99 32.78 27.45 
2.50  73.70 63.33 51.14 42.84 35.33 29.11 
3.00  73.21 56.99 42.78 38.89 31.59 25.68 
3.50  71.81 53.86 45.29 34.20 27.66 23.08 
4.00  73.54 54.81 40.13 34.58 29.03 23.92 
4.50  69.97 53.79 37.22 28.92 24.10 20.25 
5.00  66.26 52.28 38.40 32.95 23.76 20.50 
 
3.MER prediction at dmax=3.5 Å. 
 
  p-tol (Å)     
c-tol (Å)  2.50  3.00  3.50  4.00  4.50  5.00 
0.50  73.77 61.41 46.17 38.03 30.06 26.24 
1.00  75.61 60.88 49.97 41.78 35.89 28.66 
1.50  75.61 60.84 49.60 41.92 36.22 28.66 
2.00  75.92 58.75 44.32 34.38 30.47 25.35 
2.50  76.71 59.42 44.48 34.37 30.56 25.35 
3.00  51.73 45.90 38.10 30.71 24.89 17.01 
3.50  50.63 45.90 37.77 30.17 24.62 17.66 
4.00  42.54 27.37 21.53 18.76 15.38 13.75 
4.50  42.76 27.95 21.86 18.57 15.53 13.23 
5.00  51.60 30.37 18.46 12.52 10.73  9.94 
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4.POS prediction at dmax=3.5 Å. 
 
  p-tol (Å)     
c-tol (Å)  2.50  3.00  3.50  4.00  4.50  5.00 
0.50  72.35 53.16 40.60 30.33 22.45 20.07 
1.00  75.50 60.40 49.45 41.78 35.89 28.66 
1.50  75.50 60.40 49.45 41.78 35.89 28.66 
2.00  75.73 56.59 42.99 33.50 29.57 25.35 
2.50  75.73 56.59 42.99 33.50 29.57 25.35 
3.00  48.18 45.71 37.58 29.84 24.15 16.36 
3.50  48.18 45.71 37.58 29.84 24.15 16.36 
4.00  23.03 22.70 21.06 18.57 15.38 13.09 
4.50  23.03 22.70 21.06 18.57 15.38 13.09 
5.00  13.10 12.91 12.01 11.90 10.73  9.94 
 
5.IDa prediction at dmax=5.0 Å. 
 
  p-tol (Å)     
c-tol (Å)  2.50  3.00  3.50  4.00  4.50  5.00 
0.50  69.71 54.41 38.01 30.09 22.97 18.36 
1.00  70.47 57.28 43.80 31.94 25.93 21.13 
1.50  70.71 58.08 39.22 31.43 24.39 19.69 
2.00  68.55 52.58 40.66 29.81 24.16 20.49 
2.50  65.84 50.49 36.70 29.43 21.40 18.66 
3.00  66.38 47.73 35.83 26.65 20.14 16.54 
3.50  63.62 46.30 33.28 27.17 19.71 15.57 
4.00  64.79 42.13 30.19 23.38 19.57 16.83 
4.50  59.84 36.71 23.71 20.34 15.15 11.24 
5.00  62.84 40.95 27.07 21.24 15.84 12.69 
 
6.IDe prediction at dmax=5.0 Å. 
 
  p-tol (Å)     
c-tol (Å)  2.50  3.00  3.50  4.00  4.50  5.00 
0.50  70.74 52.61 39.65 31.26 21.58 17.74 
1.00  72.03 55.57 41.41 30.99 25.31 20.94 
1.50  70.89 56.24 40.54 31.40 25.65 20.16 
2.00  67.29 50.94 39.18 29.97 24.57 19.19 
2.50  65.67 49.61 37.21 31.29 22.77 19.29 
3.00  63.77 45.53 35.30 26.50 19.77 17.48 
3.50  63.49 44.77 33.37 25.46 19.58 15.92 
4.00  62.10 39.74 32.32 23.03 19.68 17.09 
4.50  60.27 37.95 25.24 18.49 15.50 11.62 
5.00  63.40 39.95 27.07 20.73 14.98 12.21 
 
 
7.MER prediction at dmax=5.0 Å. 
 
  p-tol (Å)     
c-tol (Å)  2.50  3.00  3.50  4.00  4.50  5.00 
0.50  70.03 52.70 39.76 31.33 21.84 17.74 
1.00  71.21 54.63 42.71 35.62 32.41 26.20 
1.50  71.65 55.21 42.71 35.75 32.41 26.20 
2.00  63.89 48.37 32.72 25.45 20.16 16.38 
2.50  64.30 48.94 32.85 25.47 19.73 16.29 
3.00  42.15 33.83 24.33 18.86 13.40 10.53 
3.50  40.58 33.87 24.33 18.68 13.24 10.61 
4.00  40.15 22.33 17.52 14.33 10.96  9.38 
4.50  35.84 21.57 17.30 14.29 10.96  9.38 
5.00  46.81 23.32 14.71 10.05  8.27  6.98 
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8.POS prediction at dmax=5.0 Å. 
 
  p-tol (Å)     
c-tol (Å)  2.50  3.00  3.50  4.00  4.50  5.00 
0.50  67.06 51.10 35.72 23.01 18.96 15.78 
1.00  71.21 54.27 42.53 35.62 32.41 26.20 
1.50  71.21 54.27 42.53 35.62 32.41 26.20 
2.00  63.02 46.97 31.14 25.30 20.01 16.29 
2.50  63.02 46.97 31.14 25.30 20.01 16.29 
3.00  38.57 33.21 24.07 18.29 13.15 10.31 
3.50  38.57 33.21 24.07 18.29 13.15 10.31 
4.00  19.95 18.53 17.27 13.96 10.96  9.23 
4.50  19.95 18.53 17.27 13.96 10.96  9.23 
5.00   9.67  9.46  9.20  8.66  8.14  6.98 
 
11.2 Analysis of non-matched crystallographic water positions 
Notes to Tables 
HA/HD: number of contacts with hydrogen bond acceptor/donor atoms on protein surface 
WAT: number of contacts with other water molecules 
AA: types of interacting amino acids 
dmin: the closest distance measured between OW and hydrogen bond acceptor/donor atoms on protein surface (Å) 
B-factor: corresponds to OW atom (Å2) 
 
PDB CODE: 1R6J 
Water # HA/HD WAT AA dmin B-factor 
1 1 0 K,A,E 2.724 5.08 
2 1 0 K 2.841 5.27 
3 1 2 G 2.781 4.48 
4 3 1 Q 2.641 5.62 
5 1 2 T 3.340 6.03 
6 1 0 S 2.803 7.19 
7 2 3 N 3.022 7.44 
8 1 1 D 2.741 7.66 
9 1 2 E 2.671 7.62 
10 2 4 N,D 3.240 12.33 
11 0 2 na 3.492 13.20 
12 1 2 S 2.591 12.80 
13 2 1 H 3.105 22.39 
14 1 4 R 2.803 5.59 
15 1 6 I 2.935 7.78 
16 3 4 L,V 2.767 5.96 
17 2 2 T 2.635 4.09 
18 3 6 N 2.748 7.71 
19 2 5 N 2.981 15.12 
20 1 3 T 2.938 21.72 
21 2 5 E,T 2.804 7.23 
22 0 5 na 3.249 21.57 
23 2 1 M 2.561 5.06 
24 0 3 na 3.467 8.45 
25 2 6 S,N 2.653 8.97 
26 2 3 T,N 3.000 11.77 
27 1 2 T 3.218 16.24 
MEAN 1.6 2.8 - 2.917 9.79 
SD 1.0 1.9 - 0.270 5.44 
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PDB CODE: 1UBQ 
Water # HA/HD WAT AA dmin B-factor 
1 1 0 L 2.781 18.33 
2 4 0 L,P,Q,R 2.579 15.20 
3 2 1 M,E 2.580 13.70 
4 1 1 D 3.413 28.90 
5 1 0 G 2.964 24.09 
MEAN 1.8 0.4  2.863 20.44 
SD 1.3 0.6  0.350 6.35 
 
PDB CODE: 1WLA 
Water # HA/HD WAT AA dmin B-factor 
1 2 3 T,R 2.813 15.58 
2 4 0 N,K,H 2.683 28.26 
MEAN 1.8 0.4  2.863 20.44 
SD 1.3 0.6  0.350 6.35 
 
PDB CODE: 2FMA 
Water # HA/HD WAT AA dmin B-factor 
1 1 1 G 2.762 12.38 
2 1 1 N 2.666 14.36 
3 1 2 N 3.003 15.09 
4 2 0 E,A 2.867 15.97 
5 2 3 V,T 3.208 16.44 
6 1 3 Q 3.204 23.65 
7 1 0 L 2.862 28.12 
8 1 1 D 3.060 28.34 
9 1 2 E 3.040 25.76 
10 1 0 D 2.612 15.25 
MEAN 1.2 1.3  2.928 19.54 
SD 0.4 1.2  0.210 6.19 
 
PDB CODE: 2O9S 
Water # HA/HD WAT AA dmin B-factor 
1 1 2 P 2.809 4.98 
2 2 1 R,R 2.925 6.68 
3 1 2 R 3.134 9.46 
4 1 1 R 3.498 11.98 
5 1 0 S 2.696 14.44 
6 1 2 V 3.077 7.89 
7 0 2 I 3.237 6.83 
8 1 1 R 2.662 10.99 
9 1 2 K 3.377 10.21 
10 1 2 W 3.009 20.3 
11 3 3 I,A,D 2.625 14.51 
12 0 3 I 3.473 16.03 
MEAN 1.1 1.8 - 3.044 11.19 
SD 0.8 0.9 - 0.330 4.49 
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PDB CODE: 2VB1 
Water # HA/HD WAT AA dmin B-factor 
1 2 1 K,V 2.726 4.03 
2 1 1 S 2.747 7.19 
3 3 0 T,L,S 2.671 6.30 
4 3 1 K,N,Q 2.595 8.72 
5 1 3 T 2.261 3.97 
6 1 1 N 2.764 9.60 
7 1 2 N 2.698 20.02 
8 1 1 D 2.888 17.84 
9 2 1 N,D 2.651 15.29 
10 4 2 G,R,T 2.762 3.99 
11 2 2 S,D 2.759 4.40 
12 1 2 D 2.744 5.27 
13 1 1 T 2.713 17.17 
14 1 1 A 2.875 4.22 
15 2 0 S,D 2.739 10.01 
16 1 0 G 2.788 7.56 
17 4 0 K,N 2.447 12.51 
18 1 2 R 2.804 4.45 
19 2 1 N,D 2.762 10.27 
20 1 3 Q 2.778 6.02 
MEAN 1.8 1.3 - 2.709 8.94 
SD 1.0 0.9 - 0.140 5.11 
 
PDB CODE: 3NIR 
Water # HA/HD WAT AA dmin B-factor 
1 2 2 I,V 2.949 2.79 
2 1 3 R 2.854 6.57 
3 2 0 E,A 3.080 8.33 
4 1 2 P 2.903 14.30 
5 1 2 E 2.614 6.68 
6 1 1 G 3.430 9.97 
7 0 2 na 3.275 15.34 
8 1 1 T 2.750 15.25 
9 1 4 D 2.823 23.49 
MEAN 1.1 1.9  2.964 11.41 
SD 0.6 1.2  0.260 6.29 
 
PDB CODE: 6LYZ 
Water # HA/HD WAT AA dmin B-factor 
1 0 0 na 3.349 5.44 
2 2 0 R 3.310 10.17 
3 0 1 na 3.494 9.68 
4 1 1 E 2.830 7.34 
5 0 2 na 2.710 7.25 
6 1 2 N 3.143 5.87 
7 2 4 D,Q 2.905 6.95 
8 5 0 G,T,R,D 2.697 8.82 
9 2 0 R 2.283 7.00 
10 2 0 K,D 2.934 6.01 
MEAN 1.5 1 - 2.956 7.45 
SD 1.5 1.3 - 0.360 1.61 
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11.3 Distances between M3-calculated and reference water 
positions for systems of Figure 10 
Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
PDB M3 list serial number Reference water oxygen 
atom serial number 
Reference water residue 
serial number 
Distance (Å) 
1QKA     
 1 4499 2275 0.358 
 2 4680 2003 0.300 
 3 4600 2376 0.897 
 5 4657 2433 0.582 
 6 4679 2002 0.316 
 7 4678 2001 0.186 
 9 4661 2437 0.649 
3QL9     
 1 1326 194 1.402 
 2 1313 64 0.410 
 4 1156 71 0.983 
 5 1314 89 0.508 
 6 1130 43 0.929 
 7 1304 354 0.687 
 8 1096 6 0.576 
 9 1333 239 0.437 
 11 1220 141 0.393 
 12 1288 338 1.485 
 13 1217 138 1.260 
 15 1309 17 0.536 
 23 1323 188 0.943 
 31 1311 42 0.876 
 37 1293 343 1.061 
4H9N     
 2 3156 309 0.666 
 6 3247 313 0.386 
 9 3332 521 0.860 
 13 3316 505 1.250 
 17 3317 506 0.420 
 20 3353 542 0.580 
 21 3162 315 0.717 
 22 3182 335 0.951 
 23 3249 315 0.583 
 28 3321 510 0.184 
 29 3180 333 0.179 
 30 3259 325 0.697 
 40 3330 519 0.358 
 42 3244 310 0.708 
 47 3294 362 0.486 
 50 3194 347 0.450 
 53 3243 309 1.329 
 57 3314 503 0.559 
 60 3205 358 1.199 
 65 3179 332 0.270 
 69 3365 554 0.097 
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 74 3241 307 0.054 
 76 3344 533 0.427 
 78 3388 577 0.448 
 80 3312 501 0.430 
 81 3222 375 1.248 
 82 3214 367 1.054 
 85 3322 511 0.958 
 89 3331 520 0.851 
 94 3421 611 0.334 
 111 3169 322 0.349 
 112 3245 311 1.400 
 113 3235 301 0.106 
 115 3269 335 0.842 
 125 3473 669 1.321 
 132 3405 595 0.343 
 143 3266 332 0.743 
 154 3181 334 0.418 
 157 3426 616 1.104 
 163 3238 304 0.818 
 169 3447 639 0.973 
 170 3453 645 0.809 
 194 3496 695 0.516 
4H9O     
 1 3271 518 0.218 
 3 3210 311 0.407 
 5 3263 510 0.386 
 8 3145 306 0.344 
 14 3201 302 0.331 
 16 3205 306 0.553 
 17 3305 552 0.590 
 19 3229 330 1.213 
 20 3200 301 0.559 
 21 3151 312 0.613 
 24 3162 323 0.413 
 25 3259 506 0.516 
 27 3255 502 0.386 
 29 3208 309 1.270 
 35 3180 341 0.664 
 36 3248 349 0.830 
 37 3224 325 0.704 
 42 3202 303 0.757 
 44 3188 349 0.484 
 46 3282 529 0.779 
 63 3301 548 0.807 
 69 3254 501 0.958 
 72 3261 508 0.143 
 88 3196 357 0.966 
 89 3184 345 0.564 
 97 3231 332 0.148 
 103 3218 319 0.504 
 107 3343 591 0.959 
 108 3159 320 0.394 
 132 3258 505 0.839 
 135 3178 339 1.228 
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 136 3223 324 0.778 
 144 3206 307 0.787 
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11.4 Detailed description of interface prediction Method 1. 
 
 
Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
1 Preparation of a simulation box 
The preparation of the box, and the other MD steps were carried out with Gromacs 5.[98] As 
a first step, hydrogens were added to the target molecule (target.pdb) from the holo 
structure (holo.pdb) and it was placed in a box and the box is filled up with water molecules. 
Coordinates of the box are stored in a file named b4em.gro. TIP3P water model, Amber99sb-
ILDN force field and a dodecahedral box with 10 Å (=1 nm) spacing specified from the solute 
were used. 
gmx pdb2gmx -water tip3p -ff amber99sb-ildn -ignh -f target.pdb 
gmx editconf -o -d 1 -bt dodecahedron -f conf.gro 
gmx solvate -cp out -cs -o b4em -p topol 
If the target has non-zero net charge neutrality of the system has to be set achieved by 
adding positive (Na+) or negative (Cl-) ions to the box, as PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) 
summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o em -p topol 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -pname NA -neutral 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -nname CL -neutral 
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2 Energy-minimization of the system and producing the trajectory file 
Before launching productive MD calculations to energy minimize must be performed on the 
content of the box. Here, commands of a two step minimization are shown including 
steepest descent and a conjugated gradient runs. Minimizations are performed by the 
gmx_d mdrun (double precision executable) program and the binary inputs are produced by 
grompp. Note, that –c ion_b4em can be specified instead of –c b4em if you have added 
neutralizing ions to your box. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy 
atoms with force constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2  in both minimization steps. Position restraints 
must be defined in both mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology 
file ("posre.itp" generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your 
system contains coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance 
restraints between the ion and the coordinating residues is needed to maintain proper 
geometry. PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. 
gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o st -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s st -o st -c after_st -g st 
gmx grompp -v -f cg -c after_st -o cg -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s cg -o cg -c after_cg -g cg 
Final inputs are produced from the energy minimized system after_cg and MD calculation 
can be launched using mdrun. Trajectory of the system is stored in an md.trr file specified at 
switch –o. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy atoms with force 
constant of with force constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2 during MD simulation. Position restraints 
must be defined in the mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology 
file ("posre.itp" generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your 
system contains coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance 
restraints between the ion and the coordinating residues is needed to maintain proper 
geometry. PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. For temperature-coupling the 
velocity rescale algorithm was used. Solute and solvent were coupled separately with a 
reference temperature of 300 K and a coupling time constant of 0.1 ps. Pressure was 
coupled the Parrinello-Rahman algorithm with a coupling time constant of 0.5 ps, 
compressibility of 4.510-5 bar-1 and reference pressure of 1 bar. 
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gmx grompp -f md -o md -c after_cg -r after_cg -p topol.top -maxwarn 1 
gmx mdrun -v -s md -e md -o md -c after_md -g md.log 
3 Preparation of the trajectory for prediction 
Once you have your trajectory in an md.trr file fast conversions are recommended using 
trjconv. Such conversions handle periodic boundary effects, center the system in the box and 
fit target molecules in subsequent frames on the top of the first frame. 
First, you will need to fit your trajectory onto the initial structure with waters using the 
confrms. utility of Gromacs. The following command specifies multi-frame fit using CA atoms 
of the protein backbone. 
gmx confrms -one -f1 target.pdb -f2 md.tpr -o fit.pdb <<EOF 
3 
3 
EOF 
A chain ID “A”can be added using editconf. 
gmx editconf -label A -f fit.pdb -o fit.pdb 
 
gmx trjconv -f md.trr -s md.tpr -o pbc_1.xtc -pbc whole <<EOF 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_1.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_2.xtc -pbc cluster <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_2.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_3.xtc -center -pbc mol -ur 
compact <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system.xtc -fit progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
In the last command line, instead of –o system.xtc, a switch –o system_mdl.pdb or –sep –o 
system_.pdb can be specified for an NMR-type PDB file or separate PDB files, respectively. A 
topology file system_tpy.pdb can be easily produced for MobyWat by trjconv. 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system_tpy.pdb -b 0 -e 0 -fit 
progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
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The system.xtc (or the corresponding pdb files) and system_tpy.pdb can be used as input for 
MobyWat. 
4 MobyWat prediction on the target 
As there are 1001 frames, and the chain ID of the target is A, MobyWat should be launched 
with the following command: 
mobywat -m Prediction -f system.xtc -tpy system_tpy.pdb -t [A] -w Auto -n 
0-1000 -ctol 1.5 -ptol 2.5 -dmax 5 -cls IDa 
Clustering tolerance was set to 1.5 Å, prediction tolerance 2.5 Å. IDa clustering was used 
with dmax = 5 Å. The prediction list of the whole surface is in the O_system_prIDa.pdb file. 
5 Re-assembly of the complex 
Using the editing mode of MobyWat, candidate interface waters will be selected in the next 
step. First, the target, the ligand (ligand.pdb from the holo structure, complex.pdb), and the 
prediction list should concatenated: 
cat target.pdb ligand.pdb O_system_prIDa.pdb > complex.pdb 
6 Editing the complex and selecting interface waters 
Water molecules conflicting with the ligand structure were excluded using the Editing mode 
of MobyWat at a minimum distance limit (dmin) of 1.75 Å. 
Assuming that the chain ID of the target is A and the chain ID of the ligand is B, MobyWat 
should be launched with the following command: 
mobywat -m Editing -f complex.pdb -l [B] -t [A] -w Auto -dmax 3.5 -dmin 
1.75 
The resulting O_complex_dtd.pdb file contains the complex with the interface waters in the 
3.5 Å vicinity of both target and ligand, omitting waters overlapping with the ligand. 
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11.5 Detailed description of interface prediction Method 2. 
 
 
Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
1 Preparation of a simulation box 
The preparation of the box, and the other MD steps were carried out with Gromacs 5.[98] As 
a first step, hydrogens were added to the complex structure (holo.pdb) and it was placed in 
a box and the box is filled up with water molecules. Coordinates of the box are stored in a 
file named b4em.gro. TIP3P water model, Amber99sb-ILDN force field and a dodecahedral 
box with 10 Å (=1 nm) spacing specified from the solute were used. 
gmx pdb2gmx -water tip3p -ff amber99sb-ildn -ignh -f holo.pdb 
gmx editconf -o -d 1 -bt dodecahedron -f conf.gro 
gmx solvate -cp out -cs -o b4em -p topol 
If the target has non-zero net charge Neutrality of the system has to be set achieved by 
adding positive (Na+) or negative (Cl-) ions to the box, as PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) 
summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o em -p topol 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -pname NA -neutral 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -nname CL -neutral 
2 Energy-minimization of the system and producing the trajectory file 
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Before launching productive MD calculations to energy minimize must be performed on the 
content of the box. Here, commands of a two step minimization are shown including 
steepest descent and a conjugated gradient runs. Minimizations are performed by the 
gmx_d mdrun (double precision executable) program and the binary inputs are produced by 
grompp. Note, that –c ion_b4em can be specified instead of –c b4em if you have added 
neutralizing ions to your box. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy 
atoms with force constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2  in both minimization steps. Position restraints 
must be defined in both mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology 
file ("posre.itp" generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your 
system contains coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance 
restraints between the ion and the coordinating residues would is needed  to maintain 
proper geometry. PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range 
electrostatics. Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. 
gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o st -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s st -o st -c after_st -g st 
gmx grompp -v -f cg -c after_st -o cg -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s cg -o cg -c after_cg -g cg 
Final inputs are produced from the energy minimized system after_cg and MD calculation 
can be launched using mdrun. Trajectory of the system is stored in an md.trr file specified at 
switch –o. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy atoms with force 
constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2  during MD simulation. Position restraints must be defined in the 
mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology file ("posre.itp" 
generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. If your system contains 
coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying distance restraints between the 
ion and the coordinating residues is needed  to maintain proper geometry. PME (Particle 
Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range electrostatics. Van der Waals and Coulomb 
interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. For temperature-coupling the velocity rescale algorithm 
was used. Solute and solvent were coupled separately with a reference temperature of 300 
K and a coupling time constant of 0.1 ps. Pressure was coupled the Parrinello-Rahman 
algorithm with a coupling time constant of 0.5 ps, compressibility of 4.510-5 bar-1 and 
reference pressure of 1 bar. 
gmx grompp -f md -o md -c after_cg -r after_cg -p topol.top -maxwarn 1 
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gmx mdrun -v -s md -e md -o md -c after_md -g md.log 
3 Preparation of the trajectory for prediction 
Once you have your trajectory in an md.trr file fast conversions are recommended using 
trjconv. Such conversions handle periodic boundary effects, center the system in the box and 
fit target molecules in subsequent frames on the top of the first frame. 
First, you will need to fit your trajectory onto the initial structure with waters using the 
confrms. utility of Gromacs. The following command specifies multi-frame fit using CA atoms 
of the protein backbone. 
gmx confrms -one -f1 complex.pdb -f2 md.tpr -o fit.pdb <<EOF 
3 
3 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f md.trr -s md.tpr -o pbc_1.xtc -pbc whole <<EOF 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_1.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_2.xtc -pbc cluster <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_2.xtc -s md.tpr -o pbc_3.xtc -center -pbc mol -ur 
compact <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system.xtc -fit progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
In the last command line, instead of –o system.xtc, a switch –o system_mdl.pdb or –sep –o 
system_.pdb can be specified for an NMR-type PDB file or separate PDB files, respectively. A 
topology file system_tpy.pdb can be easily produced for MobyWat by trjconv. 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system_tpy.pdb -b 0 -e 0 -fit 
progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
The system.xtc (or the corresponding pdb files) and system_tpy.pdb can be used as input for 
MobyWat. 
4 MobyWat prediction on the complex 
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As there are 1001 frames, and the chain ID of the target is A, and the chain of the ligand is B 
(as it is present from the beginning, unlike M1), MobyWat should be launched with the 
following command: 
mobywat -m Prediction -f system.xtc -tpy system_tpy.pdb -t [A] -l [B] -w 
Auto -n 0-1000 -ctol 1 -ptol 2.5 -dmax 3.5 -cls IDa 
Clustering tolerance was set to 1 Å, prediction tolerance 2.5 Å. IDa clustering was used with 
dmax = 3.5 Å. The prediction list is in the O_system_prIDa.pdb file.  
11.6 Detailed description of the NetDraw procedure. 
 
Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
1. Preproccessing 
The preparation of the box, and the minimizations were carried out with Gromacs 5. As a 
first step the pdb file of the hydrated interfacial complex is being prepared. Target and 
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ligand pdb files (from the preceding M3 prediction) and the predicted interface waters 
(O_system_prIDa.pdb) are pasted into complex.pdb. 
cat target.pdb ligand.pdb O_system_prIDa.pdb > complex.pdb 
2 Preparation of a simulation box 
Hydrogens were added to the hydrated complex structure (complex.pdb), it was placed in a 
box and the box is filled up with water molecules. Coordinates of the box are stored in a file 
named b4em.gro. TIP3P water model, Amber99sb-ILDN force field and a dodecahedral box 
with 10 Å (=1 nm) spacing specified from the solute were used. 
gmx pdb2gmx -water tip3p -ff amber99sb-ildn -ignh -f complex.pdb 
gmx editconf -o -d 1 -bt dodecahedron -f conf.gro 
gmx solvate -cp out -cs -o b4em -p topol 
If the target has non-zero net charge neutrality of the system has to be set achieved by 
adding positive (Na+) or negative (Cl-) ions to the box, as PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) 
summation was used for long range electrostatics. 
gmx grompp -v -f steep -c b4em -o em -p topol 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -pname NA -neutral 
gmx genion -s em.tpr -o ion_b4em -p topol -nname CL -neutral 
3 Energy-minimization of the system 
Before launching productive MD calculations to energy minimize must be performed on the 
content of the box. Here, commands of a two step minimization are shown including 
steepest descent and a conjugated gradient runs. Minimizations are performed by the 
gmx_d mdrun (double precision executable) program and the binary inputs are produced by 
grompp. Note, that –c ion_b4em can be specified instead of –c b4em if you have added 
neutralizing ions to your box. It is important to put position restraints on all solute heavy 
atoms with force constant of 103 kJmol-1nm-2  in both minimization steps. Position restraints 
must be defined in all mdp file ("define = -DPOSRES"), and the position restraints topology 
file ("posre.itp" generated at the first step) must be present in the working directory. In the 
first two steps, predicted waters are also restrained. The first "SOL" line in topol.top should 
be rewritten as "WAT". After the line 
#include "amber99sb-ildn.ff/tip3p.tip" 
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insert this line: 
#include "SOL2.itp" 
SOL2.itp and posre_water.itp must be present in the first two steps. In the mdp files of the 
first two steps (steep1.mdp and cg1.mdp) "-DPW" must be defined beside "-DPOSRES". 
If your system contains coordinated structural ions (such as Zn2+, Ni2+, etc.), applying 
distance restraints between the ion and the coordinating residues is needed to maintain 
proper geometry. PME (Particle Mesh-Ewald) summation was used for long range 
electrostatics. Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions had a cut-off at 11 Å. 
gmx grompp -v -f st1 -c b4em -o st1 -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s st1 -o st1 -c after_st1 -g st1 
gmx grompp -v -f cg1 -c after_st1 -o cg1 -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s cg1 -o cg1 -c after_cg1 -g1 cg1 
 
gmx grompp -v -f st2 -c after_cg2 -o st1 -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s st2 -o st2 -c after_st2 -g st2 
gmx grompp -v -f cg2 -c after_st2 -o cg1 -p topol.top 
gmx_d mdrun -v -s cg2 -o cg2 -c after_cg2 -g1 cg2 
4 Preparation of the minimized structure for NetDraw 
Once the minimization is ready and you have your final coordinates in an after_cg2.gro file 
fast conversions are recommended using trjconv. Such conversions handle periodic 
boundary effects, center the system in the box and fit target molecules in subsequent 
frames on the top of the first frame. 
First, you will need to fit your trajectory onto the initial structure with waters using confrms. 
The following command specifies multi-frame fit using CA atoms of the protein backbone. 
gmx confrms -one -f1 complex.pdb -f2 cg2.tpr -o fit.pdb <<EOF 
3 
3 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f after_cg2.gro -s cg2.tpr -o pbc_1.xtc -pbc whole <<EOF 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_1.xtc -s cg2.tpr -o pbc_2.xtc -pbc cluster <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
gmx trjconv -f pbc_2.xtc -s cg2.tpr -o pbc_3.xtc -center -pbc mol -ur 
compact <<EOF 
1 
0 
EOF 
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gmx trjconv -f pbc_3.xtc -s fit.pdb -o system.pdb -b fit progressive <<EOF 
3 
0 
EOF 
System.pdb can be used as input for MobyWat with NetDraw submode. Before submitting, 
use a text editor to add the mobility values to the predicted waters from the prediction list 
(O_system_prIDa.pdb), as Gromacs does not retain B-factor values from the pdb files. 
Removing solvent hydrogens might speed up this as step the mobility values could be pasted 
directly from the prediction list to system.pdb with a text editor, like KWrite. 
sed -i '/HW/d' system_tpy.pdb 
5 Creation of the hydration graph with the NetDraw submode of MobyWat 
After these preparatory steps, the hydration graph can be created with the following 
command: 
mobywat -f system.pdb -t [A] -l [B] -w Auto -m NetDraw -dmax 3 
 
6 Detecting atomic pairs 
NetDraw detects and lists atomic pairs of the partner groups (ligand, target, water, bulk) 
with heavy atom distances up to dmax. Lists are stored in distance files (*.dst). Here, group 
water refers to interfacial water molecules. 
7 Listing edges (C-filtering) 
List of edges of the graph is distilled from the distance files by eliminating redundancies and 
distances (edges) to carbon atoms (C-filtering). 
8 Retaining the top four edges 
Number of edges per node is limited to four, using the top four shortest edges only (4-
filtering). 
9 Listing nodes 
List of nodes is produced from the list of edges. 
10 Classification of the nodes and edges. 
A node is classified static if it 
− is a solute (ligand/target) node or 
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− is connected to four nodes of any type or 
− is connected to at least three solute nodes or 
− has a mobility ≤ mmax. 
Otherwise the node is dynamic. An edge is static if it connects two static nodes, otherwise it 
is dynamic. 
Lists of nodes and edges are stored in edge and node files (*.dgs and *.nds), respectively. 
Hydration graphs can be visualized from the .gdf and .dot files. All dgs, nds, gdf and dot files 
are produced twice: once with contacts from the bulk (*_all.*) and once without 
(*_wo_bulk.*). The visualization of the hydrogen graphs were tested. Hydration graphs in 
.dot format can be visualized and with xdot, Gephi and Tulip. The .gdf file can be visualized 
with Gephi. Layouts similar to those that are in this thesis can be created with the ForceAtlas 
layout option, with “Attraction distribution”. Node sizes can be scaled by size with mobility 
information. 
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11.7 Description of the usage of hydration network graphs. 
Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
1. Generating the hydration network graph of the complex system 
2. Location of the mutant residue in the structure (orange) 
3. Listing amino acids that have at least one heavy atom in the 9 Å vicinity of one of the 
heavy atoms of the mutant residue (yellow) 
4. Selection of reference residues (red) in the graph from the list: solute nodes with at 
least two connections are the reference nodes 
5. Locating the neighbourhood of the reference nodes: all nodes that are connected 
with maximum three edges. These nodes along with reference nodes are the 
components of the separate graph (dashed black lines). The other nodes further than 
three edge distance are discarded (grey) 
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6. Assessing the overall morphology of the separated graph. Are the reference nodes 
linked statically, forming a continuous static subnet? 
7. Calculation of the following metrics: 
a. Sum of edges to reference nodes of the separated graphs 
b. Sum of edges to reference nodes of the static subnets 
c. Sum of all edges of the separated graph 
d. Sum of all edges of the static subnet 
e. Edges to reference nodes / all edges in the separated graph 
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11.8 Full hydration graphs of 4H9N and 4H9O 
11.8.1 4H9N 
 
Hydration network of the 4H9N interface. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. 
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
Color codes of Fig. 14 were applied. Scissors indicate the separation of the graph containing 
reference nodes and used for evaluation of the de-integration of interfacial hydration 
network at the mutated G90 residue. Note that G90 itself is not involved in the network 
according to the experimental structure 4H9N. 
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11.8.2 4H9O 
 
Hydration network of the 4H9O interface. Reprinted with permission from J Chem Inf Model., 2016, 56(1) 148-158. 
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
Color codes of Fig. 14 were applied. Scissors indicate the separation of the graph containing 
reference nodes and used for evaluation of the de-integration of interfacial hydration 
network at the mutated G90 residue. Note that M90 is not involved in the network 
according to the experimental structure 4H9O. 
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12. Abbreviations 
CAPRI: Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions 
Cdk2: Cyclin-dependent kinase 2 
DAXX: Death domain-associated protein 6 
HERα: Human Estrogen Receptor alpha 
Hsp90: Heat Shock Protein 90 
MD: Molecular Dynamics 
MHC: Major Histocompatibility Complex 
NMR: Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
OppA: Oligo-peptide binding protein A 
PDB: Protein Data Bank 
pRDF: proximal radial distribution functions 
PME: Particle Mesh-Ewald 
SP: Score Performance 
SR: Success Rate 
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